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Overview 

This volume brings together a set of diverse but interlinking contributions in the 

emerging field of network sciences. Networks now play a role in many different 

research environments. Despite the considerable work available already, still the 

concepts and approaches need to be further developed and harmonized, 

especially in an interdisciplinary context. Five individual papers deal with the 

visualization of networks, with dynamic network implementation or with 

application of network approaches in team settings. Quantitative analyses of 

network parameters are demonstrated for an application in theoretical biology 

as well as in human cooperation patterns. The papers derive from a lecture 

series held at IWK in Vienna during 2011 and 2012. 
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Überblick 

Dieser Band versammelt unterschiedliche, aber thematisch verbundene Beiträge 

aus der neu entstehenden Disziplin der Netzwerkwissenschaften und reagiert 

damit auf die Rolle, die Netzwerke heute in verschiedenen Forschungsfeldern 

spielen. Obwohl bereits eine große Zahl an entsprechenden Studien vorliegt, 

erfordert das Konzept und sein spezifischer Zugang weitere Entwicklung und 

Harmonisierung, insbesondere im interdisziplinären Zusammenhang. In diesem 

Band behandeln fünf individuelle Beiträge Themen wie etwa die 

Netzwerkvisualisierung, die dynamische Implementierung von Netzwerken oder 

die Netzwerkanalyse von Teams. Eine Studie aus der theoretischen Biologie und 

ein Beitrag zur Entwicklung menschlicher Kooperationsmuster führen 

quantitative Analysen von Netzwerkparametern vor. Die Beiträge entstanden im 

Zusammenhang einer Vortragsserie, die am Wiener IWK in den Jahren 2011 und 

2012 gehalten wurde.   
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Introduction - Networking networks 

 
 
The network approach to scientific investigation is spreading. The last two decades saw 

a dynamic diffusion of attention for network issues. Disciplines like physics, chemistry, 
biology, mathematics, computer sciences, sociology, economics, even geography, linguis-
tics or historiography, left alone interdisciplinary endeavors like systems sciences or com-
plexity research, swiftly adopted the approach and adapted it to their demands. With it 
came the need to reconsider fundamental assumptions of classical research. While ana-
lytics so far often focus on attempts to isolate objects under laboratory conditions in order 
to observe them unperturbed by the particularities of daily contexts, the network approach 
forces to respect interrelations. Networks make it difficult to regard objects on their own. 
Whatever is conceived as a node in a network is conceived in relation to other nodes. 
There is no single and thus relation-less node. Even if unconnected, a node has the relation 
of being unconnected to others. A node is always in some sense to others in networks. 

Of course, this raises difficult questions – concerning delimitations for instance. Where 
does one network begin and where does another one end? Where does a chain of causa-
tions begin and up to where last its effects? What do the nodes of a network consist of? 
And what its links? 

In addition, complex networks have their own peculiar ways. Their interactions tend to 
aggregate to what has been called “more than the sum of their parts”. Like systems in the 
classical sense, they create and follow an eigen-behavior and thereby tend to become reali-

ties sui generis. It seems legitimate therefore to speak of networking networks, as Loet 
Leydesdorff (2012) suggests. The activity of a single protein might look different in the 
context of its interactome, in the same way as a simple text message might take on par-
ticular meaning when seen in its context of Tweets or a consumer decision might have 
different impact in the context of market transactions. 

What is more, in its specificity the network approach asks for specific means. The rele-
vancies of internet pages for instance, the interactions in social networks or the neuronal 
activity patterns in our brain ask for particular methods to be assessed. With one powerful 
instance of these methods being computer-based modeling, it seems natural that the 
Viennese Network for the Simulation of Complex Systems has dedicated a part of its activi-
ties to the topic of networks, their origins, their methods and their applications. This reader 
contains some of the presentations that were given by members of this network on the oc-
casion of its regular meetings in the venue of the Viennese Institute for Science and Art 
(Institut für Wissenschaft und Kunst, IWK). The presentations have been put together in 
order to document the proceedings of this research network and to provide an accessible, 
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though compact overview on the scope that the network approach meanwhile developed. 
As its editor is currently affiliated to the Institute for Systems Sciences, Innovation and 
Sustainability Research (ISIS) at the University of Graz the reader also appears as part of 
the ISIS-Reports, i.e. the periodic publication series of this institute.  

Special thanks goes to Sandra Viczek for copy editing and formatting this reader. 
 

Manfred Füllsack 
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Network visualization 
Historical fragments of a visual culture 

 

Katja Mayer 
 

 
Abstract: Visualizations of social networks have been important elements of social network analysis since its 

beginnings as Sociometry in the 1930s. Today we find such network visualizations – in form of node-edge 

diagrams – everywhere from mass media to administration. This paper ventures to look back into the history 

of this particular genre of diagram in order to find out why such diagrams could become such prominent 

representatives of the network metaphor. We will assemble historical fragments, which deal not only with the 

history of the node-edge form but also with its forms of usage and apprehension. Network visualizations are 

often taken for granted. This picture story sets out to open them up and to challenge our understanding of 

scientific representations in line with the idea that the production and representation of knowledge are i n-

separable. 

 
Keywords: social network analysis, network visualization, visual culture,  

 
Acknowledgement: Materials and texts in this article are taken and translated from my PhD thesis: 
Imag(in)ing Networks. Zur epistemischen Praxis der Visualisierung Sozialer Netzwerke. This project was 
partly funded by the Austrian Science Foundation, P17600. 

 
 
Visualizations of social networks have flourished in the last decade for two reasons. The 

network metaphor as guiding principle has been increasingly used. Computing power has 
continued to increase and visualization software has become available. The genre of net-
work diagrams unifies the often ambiguous and heterogeneous terminology of networks. 
Actors are the nodes and their relationships or links act as lines between them. It gives so-
cial networks a specific “look”. And such node-edge diagrams offer not only visual proper-
ties. They make social networks touchable, navigable, and controllable. Hence, network 
visualizations, a specific form of realization or objectification of social structures, are pro-
duced and used in a wide range of societal fields, especially within the booming practices 
of data mining and social media. They have become commonly used devices for the analy-
sis of social relations, ranging from terrorist to friendship networks, from financial or art 
networks to networked pandemics. As such they are key elements of a specific visual cul-
ture that promotes a relational perspective, “operative pictures” (Krämer, 2009) within a 

visual regime that is already normalized and hardly disputable. 
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Figure 1: Screenshot from visualcomplexity.com 

 

But where does this imaginably simple form – the node-edge diagram, the social graph – 
come from? This article invites its readers on a fragmented and rather non-linear historical 
journey in search of this specific visual regime of the relational perspective, which seems 
so obvious for us today that we hardly can think of any alternative when displaying social 
relations1. We will visit historical epistemic sites that match Freeman’s (2004) description 

of the prerequisites of social network analysis: network research is based on structural intu-
ition and shaped by the systematic sampling of “who-to-whom” data. Furthermore, rela-
tions are brought into a graphical form and researchers look for suitable formalization. 
Readers should be warned that they will not encounter a precise historical study in this 
article. Rather – as in a picture book – I will assemble imagery and quotations that concern 
the visual culture at stake. We will seek out exemplary usages of ideas of networks and 
their visual appearances. We will also focus on their capabilities as tools of classification 
of (natural) order, as realizations of potentialities, and as markers of types of connections 
and positions. 

1. Sociometry 

Before network visualizations co-shaped current societal self-descriptions as net-
work(ed) societies (Mayer, 2012), they had been integral elements of social network analy-
sis and its predecessor fields such as sociometry or social psychology.  

                                                 
1 For an extensive elaboration of this question and more historical materials see Mayer 2011. 
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„Imagery has, and has always had, a key role in network research. From the begin-

ning images of networks have been used both to develop structural insights and to 

communicate those insights to others. [...] Network analysts have always been able to 

learn by generating and sharing visual images.“ (Freeman, 2000, 18) 

Sociometrists and anthropologists were formalizing social structures into ad-hoc and ex-
post network diagrams even before mathematicians and especially graph-theorists were 
interested in real-world graph problems. Jakob L. Moreno, trained as a physician and a 
social psychologist, originally developed interaction diagrams and later “sociograms” for 
improvised theatre and psychodrama in the early 20th century. “Before the advent of socio-
metry, no one knew what the inter-personal structure of a group ‘precisely’ looked like.” 
(Moreno, 1953, lvi) By making structures visible, sociometrists wanted to explore the so-
cial space together with their research subjects. Sociograms should function as “social mi-
croscopes” (Moreno, 1954), They should support intervention and social change through 
social “diagnosis and healing”. With the help of sociometrists and their “scientific social-
ism” (Moreno, 1954, xxi), participants in sociometric experiments should become active 
agents in matters relating to their life situation once their embeddedness in social texture 
became evident to them. 

 
Figure 2: Moreno/Jennings (New York Times, April 3 1933) 
Emotions Mapped by New Geography: Charts seek to portray the 
psychological currents of human relationships. Two girls isolated 
from the other pupils are displayed in the top right. The story 
goes that after their analysis Moreno und Jennings predicted that 
these girls would eventually run away, and so they did. 
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Figure 3: Moreno (1954, 70-71). Typical structures within 
groups. Attraction=red, rejection=black, neutrality=dotted line, 1. 
pair, 2. chain, 3. triangle, 4. square, 5. circle, 6. - 8. star. 

 
Sociometrists continuously worked on new techniques of measurement and represen- ta-

tion. Observation, interviews, and role-plays were used to learn about attraction and repul-
sion experienced by individuals. Social choices were noted in tables or in matrices. Dia-
grams of social relations – sociograms - contain different types of nodes and links. Color 
was also used to mark positive or negative relationships. According to Moreno, the socio-
gram first allowed the experimental study and “precise exploration” of complex relation-
ships. Since that time they have been considered to be “social networks” and “places of 
origin of public opinion” (Moreno, 1954, 267). The field of social-network analysis has 
been growing consistently since the 1970s, bringing with it new methodologies and visual-
ization instruments. With the mathematization of social networks and the application of 
graph theory and statistical methodologies, networks can also be treated as graphs and al-
low computation and measurement of even very large data sets. Automatic Graph-Drawing 
has largely replaced manual drawings and has opened the network perspective to new 
scales of complexity. Sociograms today come as visual surfaces of complex technical as-
semblages and interactive interfaces. As such, they are vital elements in the research pro-
cess, whether on paper or on a computer screen.  

2. Microscopic patterns and relational classification of nature 

Let us now go further back into the history of network visualizations, looking for this 
specific “thought style” (Fleck 1981) that might have led to the “normality” of node-edge 
diagrams of social networks. Today’s dominant network metaphor could be traced back (at 
least in the English language) to its first canonized appearances in dictionaries in the 17th 
and 18th century, where webs or networks are used to portray natural phenomena which 
have been made visible by microscopic observations (cf. Gießmann, 2005; Mayer, 2011). 

“A network is anything reticulated or decussated, at equal distances, with interstices 

between the intersections. 
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Nor any skill’d in workmanship emboss’d; Nor any skill’d in loops of fing’ring fine; 

Might in their diverse cunning ever dare, With this so curious network to compare. 

Spenser.  

A large cavity in the sinciput was filled with ribbons, lace, and embroidery, wrought 

together in a curious piece of network. Addison’s Spectator.  

Whoever contemplates with becoming attention this curious and wonderful net-work of 
veins must be transported with admiration. Blackmore.“ (Johnson, 1785, 2.185)Johnson 
has tracked the term “network” to early medical and natural sciences of the 18th century 
and their fascination with anatomical entanglements made visible within microscopy.  

 
Figure 4: Malpighi (1687): F103, Tab XX, Anatome Plantarum. 
Source: Austrian National Library. 

 
Even though Malpighi did not use the term “network” to explain his anatomical draw-

ings of pulmonary and capillary networks connecting small arteries, we speak today of a 
“Malpighi Network” when describing the interlocking of the epidermis with the dermis 
through papilla.  

The 18th century was characterized by the taxonomic efforts of natural sciences, so be-
sides creating systematizations within large physical collections of natural specimens, ar-
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chivists and scientists also developed diagrammatic forms of classification, based on tree-
like genealogies, but more complex.  
 

 

Figure 5: Buffon (1755: 256-257) Source: Gallica Digital Library 

 
Buffon (1755) classified dog breeds and experimented with different sorts of display. 

Nodes of breeds are clustered in groups, and links represent hypothetical descents. Hexag-
onal nodes symbolize central breeds, such as the mastiff or the sheepdog. 
 

 
Figure 6: Batsch (1802): Tabula affinitatum regni vegetabilis 
(Detail), Source: Austrian National library. 
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Batsch (1802) also uses lines in his taxonomy of plants. Dotted lines represent hypothet-

ical relations. Batsch notes how important such diagrams are to cultivate new plant species. 
The figure above is an excerpt of a large foldout attached to his book.  
 

 

Figure 7: Darwin (1837, B36) Source: Darwin Online. 

 
Although still speaking of the “tree of life”, Darwin refers to the model of the coral that 

matches much better his collection and experiences. Corals inspire him when he thinks 
about evolution and especially about extinct branches of species (cf. Bredekamp 2005). He 
writes:  

“Case must be that one generation then should be as many living as now. To do this 

& to have many species in same genus (as is). Requires extinction. Thus between A & 

B immens gap of relation C & B the finest graduation, B & D rather greater distinc-

tion. Thus genera would be formed – bearing relation“ (Darwin, 1837, B36) 

Treelike diagrams bear constraints when it comes to thinking and depicting complex 
evolutionary relations. This is what Darwin encountered when he sketched evolutionary 
processes. The attention towards organic or natural complexity has been boosted since the 
availability of microscopes and the colonial collection and accessibility of natural speci-
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mens in museums. Hence, researchers were able to use and test new thought-models to 
depict and classify species, for example, which opened up new ways of knowledge produc-
tion.  

3. Looms and pathways 

Graph theory – the mathematical foundation of social network analysis – is based on ear-
ly insights like “analysis situs” (Leibniz 1678), Euler’s solution to the Königsberg bridges 
problem (1736), and the knot theory of Vandermonde (1771). These early topological 
problems were addressed in practical contexts, for instance finding a way through Königs-
berg crossing the 7 bridges only once, or the leaps of the knight in the game of chess (Fig 
8a), or describing a geometry of position of knots in the context of weaving looms (Fig 
8b). 

 

 
Figure 8a, b: Vandermonde (1771, 575) Source: Archive.org 

 
Vandermonde (1771) shows the leaps of the knight as interlinked pathways in the dia-

grams above. He imagines a thread connecting all leaps. Optimizing combinatory problems 
was Vandermonde’s major objective. He calls the textile industry of his time the central 
branch of the industrial revolution (Epple, 1999, 51). He notes that the textile workers’ 
main concern is the complex order of threads, which should not be regarded as a matter of 
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scale, but as a matter of position. Vandermonde is an early advocate of topological work-
flow standardization. 

 
Figure 9: Jacquard loom. Source: Scientific American, Ada and 
the First Computer, May 1999, p. 71. 

 
Jacquard took up Vandermonde’s ideas for his development of a punchcard-controlled 

loom. 
Chessboard and loom both act as material grids for the formalization of positions. The 

abstraction of combinatory problems leads to the creation of path diagrams. Hence the idea 
of optimization of topological order becomes a central concern of applied mathematics, 
constituting a major impetus in the research of structural positioning up until today.  

4. Chemico-graphical models 

The graphic notation scheme of chemistry of the 19th century has always had a material 
counterpart. Hofmann (1865), for instance, constructed molecular models out of sets of 
table croquet (Fig 10, 11). He writes:  

“I will on this occasion, with your permission, select my illustration from that most 

delightful of games, croquet. [...] Let the croquet balls represent our atoms, and let us 

distinguish the atoms of different elements by different colours. The white balls are 

hydrogen, the green ones chlorine atoms;. the atoms of fiery oxygen are red, those of 

nitrogen, blue, the carbon atoms, lastly, are naturally represented by black balls. But 

we have, in addition, to exhibit the different combining powers of these atoms. This we 
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accomplish by screwing into the balls a number of metallic arms (tubes and pins), 

which correspond respectively to the combining powers of the atoms represented, and 

which, while constituting an additional feature of distinction, enable us at the same 

time to join the balls and to rear in this manner a kind of mechanical structures in 

imitation of the atomic edifices to be illustrated.“ (Hofmann, 1865, 416) 

 

 
Figure 10: August Wilhelm Hofmann: On the combining power 
of atoms. Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain 4, 
1865, 401-430, the 3D- models are called „glyptic formulae“ 
426; reprinted in Chemical News 12, 1865, 166-190. 
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Figure 11: Molecular construction set after Hofmann, ca. 1870. 
Contains wooden balls (atoms) and flexible couplings. Source: 
Turner (1991, 295): Museum of the History of Science, Oxford. 

 
When such three-dimensional models – called “glyptic formulae” by Hofmann - were 

put together, they not only illustrated chemical thinking, but produced it by making struc-
tures explorable and combinable. On paper the mathematician Sylvester took this idea fur-
ther. In 1878 he published a catalogue of potential molecular compounds and called his 
notational method chemico-graph. 
 

 
Figure 12: Sylvester (1878, 83) 

 
Sylvester emphasizes the inseparability of representation and calculation, of idea and its 

materiality: “Thus we see that the graphical method suggested by the theory of atomicity is 
a real instrument not merely for the representation but also for the calculation and compari-
son of algebraical results.“ (1878, 82) 
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Even though his chemico-algebraic theory was short-lived in his times, it is regarded as 
a major stimulus for the study of graphs as objects of interest (c.f. Biggs/Loyd/Wilson 
1978, 67).  

5. Genealogical forms and social relations 

The exploratory power of “paper tools”, just like the chemico-graphical method of Syl-
vester, was also well-known in other realms of relational perspective. Quantification and 
formalization of relational metrics was of interest to genealogists and anthropologists alike. 
Structural foundations of kinship and cohabitation (e.g. marriage rules) had been displayed 
diagrammatically in the form of genealogical trees for centuries, but their use as means of 
exploration and quantification arose in the 19th century. Morgan (1870), Macfarlane 
(1883, Fig 11, 12) and Bienaymé (1845) transformed multi-branched kinship relations both 
to node-edge diagrams, as well as into algebraic models. Macfarlane calls his approach: 
“algebra of relationships” (1883). Such a quantifying anthropology stands for a cultural 
evolutionism. It explores progress from barbarity to civilization, formalizes marriage rules, 
and is interested in the disappearance of family names or the heredity of genius. This also 
resulted in eugenic and biometric approaches (c.f. Strathern, 1992).  

 

 
Figure 13 and 14: Macfarlane (1883, 57-58) Descent of property 
according to the English law; graphical statement of the English 
laws of marriage and their consequences. 
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Figure 14: Macfarlane (1883) 

 

 
Figure 15: Designations of relatives of the Murngin (Levi-
Strauss, 1992, 273). 

 
Levi-Strauss explains his position in regard to symbolic representation of social rules:  

„but if a distinction is made between the level of observation and symbols to be subst i-

tuted for it, I fail to see why an algebraic treatment of, let us say symbols for marriage 

rules, would not teach us, when aptly manipulated, something about the way a given 

marriage system actually works and bring out properties not immediately apparent to 

the empirical observer” (Levi-Strauss, 1960, 53) 

The search for specific patterns in marriage laws, kinship, or cohabitation led to an ab-
straction of potential constellations. This form of quantification and statistics was also crit-
icized, e.g. by Malinowsky (1930), who asked: “Must kinship be dehumanized by mock-
algebra?”. Bourdieu, objecting to the usage of genealogical charts in anthropology as well 
as in sociology, questioned their practicability:  

“The family tree, a spatial diagram that can be taken in at a glance, uno intuitu, and 

scanned indifferently in any direction from any point causes the complete network of 

kinship relations over several generations to exist in the mode of temporal existence 

which is that of theoretical objects, that is, tota simul, as a totality in simultaneity. It 

puts on the same footing official relationships, which, for lack of regular maintenance, 

tend to become what they are for the geneaologist, that is, theoretical relationships, 

like abandoned roads on an old map.” (Bourdieu, 1990, 35) 
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It is exactly this sense of totality – the view from above as well as the temporal unifica-
tion and resulting ahistoricity – that we find in critical opinions about visualizations of so-
cial networks today. Furthermore, Bourdieu highlights the representational power of maps, 
which strengthen the theoretical position on a macro-level but at the same time might block 
the sight of relevant situated practices and functions.  

6. Infrastructural topologies 

The industrial revolution and the increasing construction and expansion of transport and 
trade routes of the 19th century brought about new types of sociotechnical maps. It was a 
time of decentralization: canalization systems, world spanning geographical coordinates, 
railroads (Fig. 16) and optical telegraphy were further expanded. In terms of efficiency and 
failure safety, the form of the net with its robust cross-connections succeeded the form of 
the star. New infrastructures of this kind made geographic distances easily conquerable. 
They were accompanied by cartographic displays both of impressive engineering mastery 
and of contemporary geopolitics. The organization of the living space was conducted over 
the drawing board. Often such diagrams of nets of transport routes were described by met-
aphors of organic life. Railroads, for example, resembled “systems of veins or arteries” 
which could bring together the fragmented limbs of a country (cf. Chevalier, 1832; 
Gießmann, 2006). 
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Figure 16: Friedrich List (1833): Sketch of the German Railroad 
Network. Source: Wikipedia. 

Soon maps of this kind became visualizations of multifunctional information. Minard 
(Fig. 17) and others produced socio-technical maps based on collected administrative data, 
which became standard repertoire in national-economic decision-making processes and 
econometry. Such thematic maps became social mappings, including positions and rela-
tionships. Emphasis was put on the drawing techniques of the relations, the links, as the 
figure below shows.  
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Figure 17: Minard (1857): Pathways of spirits and wine.  
Source: cartographia.files.wordpress.com/2008/06/wine-and-
spirit-tonnage.jpg Transport on water is represented in green, 
railroad in pink, exports are yellow, and the width of the ways 
represents the weight (in tons). 

 
We can see how important the display of the relation between the nodes has become. 

Engineers, statisticians and visual artists of those times worked on optimizing their dia-
grammatic techniques. Such socio-technical maps are often found in the background of 
politicians’ portraits in the second half of the 19th century (c.f. Chevallier, 1871). The map 
in the background symbolizes the power of planning and control, not only of the actors, but 
also of their infrastructural relations.  

7. Minds and brains 

Analogies between functional principles of machines and society mark the foundation of 
cybernetics in the 20th century. The transposition of theories of automation and control of 
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complex machine systems were further developed into a science of control and communi-
cation (cf. Wiener, 1961), and the social regulation and optimization of information re-
sources. Information was the central constitutive of a progressive, telematic society. Distri-
bution of information would become a measurable epistemic entity, which emphasized the 
turn towards socio-technical structures and patterns even more.  Cyberneticists drew copi-
ously. Their “paper tools” were diagrammatic models of circuit loops and often reminis-
cent of electrical or electronic circuit diagrams.  Flowcharts were regarded as “hypothetical 
machines” (Pias, 2004, 25). 

 

 
Figure 18: McCulloch/Pitts (1943, 130): Neurophysiological 
equivalents to functions like: precision, disjunction, conjunction, 
coupled negation, relative inhibition, deletion. 

Once more we can observe a turn towards the elaboration and precision of connections. 
The figure above depicts excerpts of an early concept of neural networks, as in “A Logical 
Calculus.” McCulloch and Pitts (1943) introduced a computational theory of mind. Where-
as such a philosophy of mind did not immediately refer to a material substratum, it was 
rather a functional theory. Today’s brain research operates with material neural networks 
and imaging technologies that make them visible, such as magnetic resonance- imaging 
(MRI) or positron-emission tomography (PET). Theories of brain function  highlight the 
fact that consciousness and other brain functions seem to emerge not from single neurons, 
but from the networks linking them. The “wiring”, therefore, makes the difference. Brain 
scientists nowadays map the density of regional connections and the interaction of hubs of 
brain activity (c.f. van den Heuvel/Sporns 2011).  
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Figure 19: Screenshot taken from the Blue Brain Project website. 
Source: http://bluebrain.epfl.ch/ 

 
Brain models of this kind inspire building a virtual brain piece by piece in a supercom-

puter. With the Blue Brain Project (Fig. 19) scientists are hoping for new ways of under-
standing the brain and the mind within the brain.  

8. Conclusion 

This article assembles pictures and quotations in order to make the visual culture around 
the network metaphor accessible. The icons of network society are part of a large image 
market dominated by the node-edge diagram as a simple, but powerful model for under-
standing and controlling functional structures. We have seen how networked relations 
gained meaning from their appearances as physiological fibers, evolutionary branches, and 
traces through combinatorial problems, chemical model kits, genealogical tables, socio-
technical maps, and neuronal interlinking. And those are just a small sample of the vast 
stock of visual culture of the network society.  

How could this fragmentary assembly of historical stories be made fruitful for our to-
day’s understanding and usage of network visualizations in social network analysis? It is 

necessary to treat network diagrams not as see-through media, as just another representa-
tion of data. First and foremost this article shows that network visualizations are embedded 
into a historical process of thought style and the development of drawing technique. It is 
argued that the technique of the node-edge diagram brings about knowledge which would 
not be achieved without visual procedures. Hence, visualizations of social networks are 
always tools of description and “inscription” (Latour/Woolgar, 1979, 51) of knowledge. 

They should not be seen as mere illustrations, but rather as devices for knowledge produc-
tion. They act not only in visual realms. They are the means of access, classification, val-
uation, regulation and optimization. Network visualizations create scopes of action, and 
take an active part in the construction of structures and relations. Therefore, they guide the 
ways in which we know and act, and they are capable of transforming a space of 
knowledge into a social space.  
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The simultaneous focus on actors and relations favors a perspective of relational posi-
tion. The typical view from “above” or “view from nowhere” (Haraway, 1988; Nagel, 
1989) is a standard property of scientific objectivity (Daston/Galison, 2007). The collec-
tion of historical fragments also serves to emphasize the way in which our views are pre-
formatted and “predisciplined” (Pickering, 1995) when a diagrammatic technique becomes 
iconic and taken for granted. Network visualizations make social relations touchable and 
unify the often-ambiguous use of the network metaphor.  
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On Polycubism 
Outlining a dynamic information visualization framework for the humanities and social sciences 
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Abstract: Information visualization is breaking new ground within the fields of the humanities and social 

sciences, bringing in graphical representations and visual analysis methods for diverse data  and topics, 

which have been verbalized mainly before. Yet, various visualization methods are doing so in a rather basic 

and selective style, not always tackling their subject matters on an appropriate level of conceptual complex i-

ty, leaving their visual results widely unconnected and dynamically underdeveloped. To tackle some of these 

issues, this article is taking on the information visualization framework of time geography, to focus on the 

elaboration of its visual elements and their interconnectivity with complementing visualization domains. By 

outlining possible couplings to methods of process visualization, as well a s dynamic social and semantic 

network visualization, a visual knowledge representation framework is sketched out, whose potentials for 

illustrating diverse topics of humanities and social science education and research will be disc ussed.  

 
Keywords: information visualization, knowledge visualization, visual analytics, digital humanities, time 
geography, process visualization, social network analysis, semantic network analysis, dynamic network vis u-
alization, cognition support, concept development, methods interoperability, knowledge creation, mediation 
and transfer  

 
What is information visualization – and why are we conducting research into developing 

its methods? Which are its main settlings on the map of academic knowledge representa-
tion and what can be done to better connect them, hence expanding ways and means to 
support students and scholars situated in their peripheries up to now? The aim of this arti-
cle is to reflect on the first question from the bird eye’s view of semiotics and cognitive 

science (chap. 1), and to work on the second one by sketching out ways to raise the inter-
connectivity of already existing visualization concepts and methods. For this aim, chapter 2 
introduces a set of visual elements, intended to provide a basic repository for modeling 
topics and issues dealt with in the humanities and social sciences. Chapter 3 introduces 
time geography as a dynamic visualization framework, which will be elaborated and en-
riched by connections towards activity visualization (chap. 4), social network visualiza-
tion (chap. 5) and semiotic network visualization (chap. 6).  
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1. Cognition support within in the humanities and social sciences 

Information visualization (IV) is the use of graphical representations to model most di-
verse data and topics and to communicate these models between actors of most diverse 
knowledge domains. Notwithstanding the fact that they can appear as byproduct, infor-
mation visualization is not aiming on generating pretty pictures. “The purpose of visualiza-

tion is insight, not pictures” (Card, Mackinlay, & Shneiderman, 1999, p.6) – as such, the 
main objective of its manifold methods is the amplification of cognitive performance, or 
figuratively put: “Information visualizations should do for the mind what automobiles do 

for the feet” (Card, 2008, p.539). This includes bringing complex landscapes and configu-
rations of data to individual minds, help them to move through, gain insights and to reason 
on them, as well as to transport results from one mind to the other. While showing a grow-
ing importance for a wide range of public communication areas – from journalism to large 
scales of business, finance and governmental data (Danziger, 2008; Weber & Rall, 2012), 
two application domains of specific relevance are academic education and research, where 
massive amounts of complex data and topics are used to be traded. With regard to their 
internal segmentation, we will especially focus on how IV methods could support cogni-
tion and communication out on the wide fields of the humanities and social sciences 
(HSS), where manifold pioneering work is currently done (Moretti, 2005; Jessop, 2008; 
Stone, 2009; Stegbauer, 2010; Scott & Carrington, 2011; Yamaoka, Manovich, Douglass, 
& Kuester, 2011; Diesner & Carley, 2012). Yet, before doing so, we shall have a closer 
look at the claim from above: given visualization – what’s cognition got to do with it?  

1.1 Amplifying cognitive performance 

Regardless of whether it is operating within individuals embedded into ancient times or 
modern media and knowledge societies, human cognition has to deal with a mind boggling 
multitude of environmental objects (things, artifacts, other actors) and all their different 
attributes, relations and changes over time. Given such complex surroundings, a main task 
of cognition is to synthesize environmental information into viable representations, storing 
relevant experiences and figurations as mental concepts, schemes and scripts, on which 
different cognitive procedures can go on working. Aside just pondering on them, mental 
representations enable actors to learn from the past and plan for the future, to solve prob-
lems on substitute models of environmental constellations – and hence to guide rational, 
goal-oriented behavior in their real ecological environments. Coming along with such en-
hancements is the collectively most vital option of sharing representations and insights by 
communication, allowing populations to benefit from effects of distributed cognition and to 
pass growing bodies of performance amplifying representations through space and time 
(Donald, 1991). To perform on this broad scope of functional duties, the engine of human 
cognition indeed requires amplifying methods and means. So how does cognition draw 
things together, making its hosting organisms smart? The bird eye’s view on this question 
knows about a multitude of explanations, but not of many, who would not take the use of 
symbols into account (Latour, 1986; Norman, 1993).   

“A symbol is something who someone intends to represent something other than itself” 

(Deloache, 2004, p.66). Given this generic definition, we can turn to the first ‘kind of 
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something’ – the denoting body of all kinds of symbols, signs or semiotic entities – to ask 
what it is made of. When observing the externalizations of cognition, two major modalities 

become obvious, by which such entities can manifest. Semiotic bodies predominantly ap-
pear as verbal or visual instantiations, and the operating procedures to synthesize more  
complex figurations are provided by verbal languages or methods of visualization. As a 
consequence, the whole scenery of symbol use, stretching from individual perception and 
cognition to communication and knowledge accumulation discloses itself as an (at least) 
bimodal procedure: fed by multiple modes of perception, information can be processed by 
visual or verbal modes of cognition (Mayer & Massa, 2003), to be encoded by verbal or 
visual representations, aggregating into a two-layered, but intertwined verbal-visual mesh-
work of various data and knowledge carriers (see Figure 1).  

When facing this bimodal architecture to represent things, comparative questions arise: 
what are the relative strengths and weaknesses of these two modalities, how come that lan-
guage is the prototypical and most widespread representational system, providing the rela-
tional infrastructure of semiotic meshworks across most topics and domains, into which 
visual representations are interwoven rather selectively? Especially when reflecting on 
extensions of visual cognition support into areas where verbalization is widely dominating 
the representational scene, IV methods development is well advised to not only calculate 
on well known weaknesses of its parallel system – like the occasional futility of ten thou-
sand words (Larkin & Simon, 1987) – but to also orient itself on complementing strengths, 
like a remarkable degree of syntactical interconnectivity. Against this background, reflec-
tions on principles and procedures of information verbalization should be able to shed light 
back on visualization development pathways deserving closer attention. 

1.2 Information Verbalization 

Even a most superficial investigation into its functionality reveals two striking features 
of verbal languages and their operative success: their basic repertoire is provided by a 
huge amount of semiotic elements, showing a high degree of combinability and connectivi-
ty. An average of about 200.000 basic semiotic units supply individual cognition with most 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1:  The basic constellation of objects meeting cognizing objects (left) – and their two mo-
dalities of cognition and communication, making use of verbal or visual semiotic figurations 

(middle), differentiating and aggregating into bodies of knowledge (right). 
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building blocks it needs to model and represent whatever it is facing. As cognition is meet-
ing most diverse objects, attributes, relations and dynamics, language delivers extensively 
equipped classes of nouns and pronouns for denoting objects, adjectives, adverbs or nu-

meralia for denoting attributes, prepositions for denoting relations between objects, and 
verbs for denoting all kinds of object, attribute or relation dynamics. Conjunctions and syn-

tactical rules allow cognition to connect these elements to higher units and figurations, 
building up to ever more complex models (texts, topics, domains) of relevant subject mat-
ters in its environments. Due to these options of combinatory connectivity, the semiotic 
system of language is a representationally most powerful and yet versatile one. Starting its 
phylogenetic evolution with using the auditory channel only, imprinting the acoustic varia-
tions of speech into human sound production, it became complemented by a visual nota-
tion, which manifests as lines of script. With speech being produced by on-board means of 
vocal modulation only, diffusion of verbalized information has always been benefitting 
from an immensely fast and presuppositionless operating mode, that paper or screen-
dependent visualization is missing at all (cf. Fig. 1, center).  

But regardless, whether realized as spoken or written, the basic procedure of language 
to build up complexity is sequentialization, which means: the one-dimensional arrange-
ment of elements in time (speech) or space (script). Whereas the chains of spoken language 
are stretching through time, written language is unwinding as linear sequence in physical 
space. Any subject matter thus has to be encoded in a linear fashion, to be transmitted as 
temporary modulated linear signals through acoustic communication media – or to be im-
printed as sign modulating strings onto various data carriers – from  papyrus to mobile 
screens – by breaking the continuous sequence into space-saving configurations of lines 
and pages. From this follows, that to be adequately decoded or reconstructed by any re-
ceiver, verbalization has to transport all relational information on environmental objects, 
attributes and their dynamics as ‘clinging’ to its sequences. As such, we can visualize me-
dium units of information verbalization as semantic graphs, connecting basic units (words) 
to complex figurations (sentences), which are shaped into linear sequences for the purpose 
of transmission (see Fig. 2, left). We can imagine the syntactic structures of these strings as 
onboard inter-word relations, weaving through the semiotic chain, but have to be comple-
mented by off-board linguistic competences on the receiver side for the aim of a good-
enough semantic reconstruction. 

  
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 2: A verbal semiotic figuration of a sentence (left), with its relational infrastructure con-
nectively running along its sequentially arranged units as opposed to a visual semiotic figuration 

(right) with its elements arranged in parallel and specified by visual variables. 
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Even with this very rough sketch, the representational magnitude of the instrument of 
information verbalization becomes visible. Along with a variety of other functions, it pro-
vides a toolkit for representing all kinds of objects and happenings as intendedly real con-
figurations nearby or far away. With modulating its temporal figuration it can refer to pre-
sent, past or future constellations, with modulating its grammatical mood it can even refer 
to ‘irreal’ configurations, which are intended as desirable, possible or intendedly necessary 

to happen. When having such a system operating on board, cognition significantly can am-
plify and extend its modeling performance, its range and reach, including all the weighty 
effects of communication, which allows for the coordination of collectively cognizing ac-
tor networks. Given this scope of effects, it is no wonder, information verbalization has 
been declared to be the prototypical semiotic system, or even to be the all-pervasive evolu-
tionary feature, enabling apes to call themselves human after all. 

Yet verbal language obviously also exposes characteristic shortcomings, amongst which 
the arbitrariness of its basic signs and the resulting high cognitive efforts of semiotic re-
construction on the receiver side are ranging high. Especially when facing massive and 
dynamic environmental data, which have to be communicated to non-specialists, verbaliza-
tion has to build up hugely extended sequences and bodies of semiotic complexity, which 
are exposing a bad scalability – as options for reducing chosen granularities are missing – 
and imposing high efforts onto the working memories of receiving and decoding cognition 
(Ayres & Sweller, 2005). Extended text “is terribly cumbersome. It is dispersed, sequential 

rather than simultaneous, poorly structured and extremely bulky” (Miles & Huberman, 
1994, p. 11). With regard to this deficiencies of our prototypical semiotic system, other 
modalities become subject of increased interest wherever they provide the functional 
means to compensate existing shortcomings. Against this background, we will generically 
refer to the second main mode of semiotic representation as that of visualization, and open 
further considerations on it with having a comparative look on its working principles.  

1.3 Information visualization 

While the use of images for visual representation is obviously predating the use of any 
linguistic notation, the means provided by modern information technology have re-ignited 
the whole visual field (Card, Mackinlay & Shneiderman 1999; Spence, 2007). The rede-
veloping territory is often segmented into areas of scientific visualization and those of in-

formation visualization. While scientific visualization (to which we can also assign meth-
ods of photography or realistic drawing) is covering all object constellations, which are 
exhibiting spatial character (e.g. geographical mapping or physiological imaging proce-
dures), methods of information visualization are establishing ways to visualize non-spatial, 
abstract constellations, initially not visible to the human eye (Friendly, 2005). A definition 
covering both areas summarizes it as the endeavor, “to efficiently map data variables onto 

visual dimensions in order to create graphic representations” (Gee, Yu, & Grinstein, 
2005) – i.e. of all the most diverse constellations, cognition is facing. To do so, the visuali-
zation space offers various dimensions, within which graphical marks or shapes can be 
specified with regard to varying positions, sizes, orientations, colors, values, textures, rela-
tional arrangements, etc. (Bertin, 2010; Carpendale, 2003) (see Figure 2, right). Represen-
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tations of both domains are usually generated by the use of computers, to integrate various 
techniques for interactive visual exploration (Ward, Grinstein, & Keim, 2010). Yet, all 
methods are dependent on conceptual foundations, to provide appropriate functions and 
designs to support different cognitive tasks.  

Interweaving a growing body of contributions on the implementation and optimization 
of single methods, the current conceptual draft will integrate methods from both sides of 
the (information) visualization borderline, and investigate into options of enhancing their 
conceptual interoperability. To once more link back this endeavor to the standard modality 
of knowledge representation – and to pull clear from it in the following sections – we can 
invoke a media theoretical metaphor: “We are immersed into language, above all in writ-

ten language, like fish in the water” (de Kerckhove & Leeker, 1995, p.23). Yet: "One thing 

about which fish know exactly nothing is water, since they have no anti-environment which 

would enable them to perceive the element they live in” (McLuhan & Fiore, 1968, p.175). 
Refusing to buy into this point of view, the following chapters are motivated by a stereo-
scopic ambition. By connecting existing IV methods, they want to enrich the perceptional 
options of cognizing fish, with installing an ambi-en vironment of parallel aquariums, in 
which the ascending syntax of a new visual language (Casilli, 2011) will allow to see as-
pects of the human condition from an alternate an gle. To put the intended result into an 
application-oriented context, it could  be read as the outline of a knowledge visualization 
environment, to be utilized within knowledge spaces of all kinds (see Fig. 3). In future 

class or seminar rooms, it could once inherit the place on the wall, where static world maps 
were intended to visually locate various matters of fact and concern, but also inclined to 
just accumulate fine layers of dust – and dull looks of scholars, oftentimes overworked 
with ten thousand words and more.   

2. A basic set of visual elements and layouts for modeling humanities 

and social sciences constellations 

Before turning to the question of their arrangement, a set of visual elements has to be 
defined, specifying basic conceptual units to deliver a non-exhaustive but sufficiently di-
verse repertoire for modeling a wide range of humanities and social sciences topics and 
configurations, which will be elaborated and interconnected further down (see Fig. 4). The 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3: Map on a wall: which methods could inherit the classical visualization device? 
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set opens with a visual element for objects [], able to represent all kinds of simple and 
complex, inorganic and organic structures. Vertical arrows represent temporal dynamics 
and processes [], these objects are undergoing over time. Actors are objects, showing a 
capability of information processing, signified by a symbol of cognition [] as a special 
kind of process within them. Actor processes (activities) will be further differentiated into 
three strands, classified into operations of perception [], cognition+emotion [], and 
action [], visually distinguished by incoming, revolving and outgoing activity arrows. 
All actors’ activities could be supported or amplified by technological artifacts [] as spe-
cific kind of objects, or methods [>>] as specific processes, visualized by ancillary arrows. 
All elements, whether objects, processes or operations are coming along with attributes 
[*], including spatial, temporal, or multiple quantitative and qualitative values, and can be 
grouped into classes as higher unit of analysis. Furthermore, relations  [] can  be mod-
eled between all these elements, due to existing knowledge about their con figurations and 
visualized by layout methods to be introduced in the following. 

With regard to these elements, we can argue: Subject matters of research within the hu-
manities and social sciences are often labeled by terms, referring to either individual ac-
tors, objects or artifacts, extensive classes of them (as summarized by an abstract concept), 
or complex structures, resulting from relations between these elements, all of which are 
most often changing over time. A visual analysis approach to any of these subject matters 
could start with displaying one of their verbal labels on a screen. According to the specific 
nature of the subject matter, it could now be visualized by a simple icon (in case of refer-
ring to an individual element) or expanded into a randomly arranged cloud of elements (in 
case of referring to a complex class or structure, comprising many different elements). To 
visually analyze and represent diverse information inherent to this topic, this random cloud 
could now be re-arranged due to specific object data attributes, making use of different 
layout and visualization methods as to the following.  

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Basic visual elements for mapping humanities and social sciences constellations 
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From the left to the right, Figure 5 lines up four major options to spatially re-arrange the 
elements of various complex subject matters within a two-dimensional information space, 
where the distribution (x-y-coordinates) can arise from object attribute data or could result 
from inter-object relations. Furthermore, the final layout could be achieved by both: mak-
ing use of quantitative or qualitative mapping methods.  

The first option comes into play as far as (geo-)spatial data on object positions are avail-
able, by arranging data points on topographic maps, with latitude and longitude providing 
the x-y-values. If a subject matter shows no relevant spatial character, three other mapping 
options could help to retrieve insights into a topic’s structure by assigning other of its at-
tributes to a spatial layout. As Euler diagrams simply visualize sets (and subsets) of ele-
ments, they could be leveraged to visualize groups, classes or categories inherent to a cer-
tain subject matter. A third option would make use of scales, distributing objects according 
to attribute values along an x-axis – or also a y-axis, resulting in a one-dimensional spec-

tral distribution or a two-dimensional scatter plot. A fourth group of layout methods is 
provided by network graphs, which could result from quantitative or qualitative data anal-
ysis. The first option makes use of (inter-object) relations which could be modeled as at-
tracting and repelling forces between related objects (spring embedder algorithms), shap-
ing them into densely connected clusters and sparsely connected peripheries. A qualitative 
approach to network graphs can take on multi-relational topologies, immanent to complex 
subject matters themselves. It could be used to reconstruct selected interrelations between 
most diverse elements (actants) and result into mind maps, concept maps, thematic maps, 
etc. (Attride-Stirling, 2001; Brightman, 2003).  

Despite being only a small subset of information visualization methods, these layouts 
can cope with a wide range of qualitative and quantitative data, encoded into the verbal 
notations of HSS domains and help to generate visual overviews of constellations, distribu-
tions and relevant differences within most diverse topics. To overcome the Achilles heel of 
a lot of visualization methods, all of them could be dynamized by displaying temporal dis-
tributions within space-time cubes (Zhao, Forer, Walker, & Dennis, 2013). This spatio-
temporal mapping method, which will be introduced in chapter 3, allows to visualize spa-
tio-temporal positions of object or events as 3D-scatterplots above all four basic layouts, 
and to trace simple object or complex group dynamics by visualizing their trajectories over 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5: Different layout methods for spatially arranging HSS elements and their possible  
migration into a space-time cube (right) to visualize temporal distribution 
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time. To discuss the degree of representational power this simple projection can unfold, the 
following sections will dive into different humanities and social science information spac-
es, which will be linked into a scalable polycubistic visualization framework in the end. 

3. Physical spacetime analytics: the framework of time geography  

The most venerable visualization method to represent spatial attributes like positions of 
objects in physical space [x,y] is geographical mapping. From its early beginnings 
(Bagrow & Skelton, 2009) to present-day’s zoomable online maps (Vincent, 2007), the 
geographers point of view most prominently models three-dimensional sceneries as two-
dimensional projections, choosing different scales for micro and macro views on physical 
environments (Fig. 6, left). Opposed to the spatial dimension, the classical method to visu-
alize temporal attributes [t] of objects or actors is provided by timelines or synchronoptic 

views (Fig. 6, right), showing temporal positions, distributions or object extensions, like 
lifespans of individual actors, populations or cultures (Peters, 1970; Rosenberg & Grafton, 
2012; ChronoZoom Project, 2012).  

3.1  Mapping moving objects 

The framework of time geography originated from coupling these two basic mapping 
methods in the field of human geography. Initiated by the challenge to incorporate moving 
targets like actors on static maps, Hägerstrand (1970) introduced the concept of chronoge-

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Space-time cubes (center) integrate spatial information about constellations on geo-
graphic maps or cartograms (left) with temporal information about positions and durations on 

timelines (right), allowing for the visualization of movement data by trajectories. 
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ographic mapping, which soon was elaborated towards a hybrid research agenda into the 
societal “choreography of existence” (Pred, 1977; Lentorp, 1999). Coupling geographic 
maps as horizontal planes (spanning the x- and y-axis) with timelines (setting up a z-axis) 
firstly protracted the so called space-time cubes or space-time aquariums, which allow for 
the three-dimensional tracking of moving objects over time (Fig. 6, center).  

By defining them as spatio-temporal brushes, actors, objects or artifacts are drawing tra-
jectories into these cubes by mere processes of locomotion (see Fig. 7). Whereas facilities 
or places of rest – referred to as stations – produce vertical space-time tracks, any sort of 
locomotion is carving curves into physical spacetime, with the angle of inclination reflect-
ing the speed of the locational shifts. When tracking multiple actors, specifically shaped 
bundles of trajectories become visible, informing about collective movement patterns 
(Dodge, Weibel, & Lautenschütz, 2008). Depending on the choice of spatio-temporal 
scale, the space-time aquarium can widen from a square meter’s short-time coverage to the 
eras of world history, virtually inhabiting the interwoven meshwork of countless human 
lifelines, stretching through the ages (McNeill & McNeill, 2003). Furthermore, diagram-
matic maps (or cartograms) can provide alternate ground layouts for geographic areas (e.g. 
by simplified country shapes like circles or squares), which could be weighted due to spe-
cific area attributes (Dorling, 2011) and hence allow for displaying the dynamics of envi-
ronmental attributes over time. 

As such, the information visualization method of chronogeographic mapping preserves 
the strengths of static maps to locate given (classes of) objects, but additionally enables a 
zoomable view on their motions, rhythms and movement patterns. Assuming that spatio-
temporal data is available with various HSS topics (i.e. could be retrieved from data bases, 
written sources, or just approximately reconstructed), a broad spectrum of concepts is now 
enabled to emerge as visual shapes, otherwise used to be described by academic prose on-
ly. With regard to all these object and actor dynamics, the option of visual trajectory com-

paratistics comes into play. Tufte (1990, p.67) states: “At the heart of quantitative reason-

ing is a single question: Compared to what? Small multiple designs, multivariate and data 

bountiful, answer directly by visually enforcing comparisons of changes, of the differences  

among objects, of the scope of alternatives.” This holds especially true for spatio-temporal 
shapes. Regardless whether scholars want to focus on trajectories of individual actors (life-
lines) or on the trajectory bundles of groups or organizations, whether they want to gain 
insights into expanding assemblies of artifacts, products or the growth of cities or empires 
– with comparing their historical shapes, a new kind of learning and reasoning via the vis-
ual pattern mind could be enabled (cf. Fig. 9). Even if only manually reconstructed outlines 
of spatio-temporal distributions or boundary lines should be available – synchronic com-
parisons (between contemporary trajectories) or diachronic comparisons (between actants 
of different times) offer a visual analytical access to phenomena, distributed throughout 
domains of history, anthropology, behavioral sciences, cultural studies, political science, 
and many more. But often at least basic empirical data on historical configurations are at 
hand – or have already assembled into global scale databases (Owens, 2007; Gerring et al, 
2011).  
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3.2  Applications within the humanities and social sciences 

Since its artfully crafted beginnings of modestly complex space time patterns (Lenntorp, 
1978), this spatio-temporal notation, appearing as a visual lingua franca (Asplund, 1983) 
has seen remarkable developments with implementations into visual analytics tools (Kapler 
& Wright, 2004), enrichments with interaction techniques to tackle visual complexity 
(Kraak, 2003), and connections to the large scale of orbital data collection by temporal GIS 
systems (Kraak & MacEachren, 1994; Kwan & Lee, 2004; Kraak, 2008; Shaw, Yu, & 
Bombom, 2008).  

Technically, the resulting visualization environment would allow for the visualization of 
a broad range of subject matters relevant to various HSS domains: From migration of peo-

ples to the formation and growth of cities, from tracking the wakes of wars and campaigns 
(e.g. Kraak, 2003) to the movements of (cultural) imperialism and the trail blazing travels 

of explorers, map makers, political thinkers, artists, settlers and scholars. The history of 
globalization becomes visible as incrementally growing and densifying network of hori-
zontal tracks and connections, paved by numberless individual or collective actors, plying 
endeavors of conquest, trade, transport or travels, causing the diffusion of goods and arti-
facts, foods and diseases, the spread of knowledge, ideas, beliefs and technological 
achievements. Expanding material infrastructures like traffic routes and evolving transport 
and media technologies are accelerating the metabolism of information, innovation and 
ideologies. The lifeline of modern actors therefore are enabled and restricted by immensely 
expanded capability and coupling constraints, as they are transformed by multifarious 
technical extensions of perception and action (Neutens, Witlox & Demaeyer, 2007), medi-
ating most distant events up to the factual setting of real-time horizontality (Castells, 
2000).  

Yet, in spite of all these options – and regardless of an early generic research agenda 
(Parkes & Thrift, 1980) with remarkable potentials for the behavioral and social sciences 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Conceptual sketches of individual and collective spacetime trajectories 
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(Giddens, 1984, pp.132), the visual analytics framework of time geography did not develop 
a significant impact, but remained rather unknown to most parts of academia. Among oth-
ers, a reason for this poor degree of proliferation has been ascribed to the framework’s 

physicalist bias, restricting visual analyses to material objects, clearly showing  spatial 
characteristics and distributions. Immaterial or abstract phenomena and their dynamics 
remained invisible as – for the most time – the framework has been “explicitly concerned 

only with the physical, concrete, observable realism of the location and movement of indi-

viduals and not with individual experiences and intentions” (Parkes & Thrift, 1980, p.247). 
But this original bias needs not to be prolonged. Individual experiences, in terms of per-

ceptions, cognitions and emotions, as well as dynamics of social interaction patterns and 
semiotic productivity of individuals and cultures do not have to remain excluded from such 
a visual framework. Quite the contrary, the following chapters will contend, that existing 
methods of information visualization, able to deal with these neglected phenomena, could 
be interconnected to the chronogeographic framework. Hence, bridges will be outlined 
towards activity and process visualization (chap. 4), to social network (chap. 5) and 
semantic network visualization (chap. 6). By instantiating the first base of this intercon-
nected system (of later to be linked views, Baldonado, Woodruff, & Kuchinsky, 2000), the 
chronogeographic framework proliferates its basic three-dimensional notation to become 
associated with complementing mapping methods, building up a rich knowledge visualiza-
tion environment for the humanities and social science realms. 

4. Actor analytics: perception, cognition and activity visualization 

To gain a better resolution of the allegedly simple dots and lines, as which actors [] 
are visually represented by time geography, the present section zooms in on a possible 
conceptualization of actors’ functional anatomies – with special regard to the processes [] 
of human operations. Leveraging basic tenets of cognitive science, we can distinguish be-
tween the functions of perception [], cognition and emotion [], and action [], which 
usually merge into the polymorphic streams of (more or less) conscious individual activi-
ties. Yet for visual analytical reasons they could separated and mapped as parallel process-
es or temporal strands [], [], and []. As this division into three synchronically oper-
ating processes is the first result of zooming into the parallel trajectories of actor dynam-
ics(4.1), a second view adjusts focus on the diachronic structure of these strands (4.2). 
From an information visualization point of view, the first result defines (at least) three dif-
ferent temporal swimlanes (see Fig. 8, horizontal segmentation), into which a second pro-
cedure could map different units of temporal granularity (see Fig. 8, vertical segmenta-
tions), to be elaborated further down.2  

                                                 
2 To focus on the most relevant differences of actor dynamics, we will disregard the geo -spatial attributes 

of their trajectories in physical space time (chap. 3), as they could be reconsidered and visually superim-
posed any time needed.   
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4.1  Functional differentiation 

4.1.1  Perception  

Initiated by the combined dynamics of outer cues and intra-actor cognition, perception 
[] provides information on constellations of relevant objects and their dynamics within 
different outer environments (physical, social, semiotic), as well as on inner states and pro-
cesses. With regard to different perceptive modalities, the chain of perception could be 
further disentangled (vision, audition, olfaction, gustation, haptic perception, and internal 
senses), but could be treated in compound as the enabling capacity to acquire data for fur-
ther processing by the faculties of cognition and emotion. From an information visualiza-
tion perspective, we suggest to mark perceptions by inbound arrows, connecting various 
stimuli with perceiving actors (see Fig. 8).  

4.1.2  Cognition 

 Often defined as the capability of internal information processing, the concept of cogni-

tion [] can cover a broad range of operations, spanning from basic mental functions to 
the processing of complex representations and semiotic figurations. Building on perceptive 
data and former states of the cognitive system, one of its functional aims is the generation 
and control of goal-oriented behavior and problem solving within various (physical, social, 
semiotic) environments. Cognitive abilities span from hard wired and subsymbolic behav-
ioral mechanisms (providing the basis for actor maintenance) to large bodies of enculturat-
ed higher functions, including most diverse scripts of reasoning based on the use of semiot-
ic figurations, amplifying internal and external processes. From an information visualiza-
tion perspective, we denote cognition as a thread of information processing operations 
(Fig. 8), which will be elaborated with higher resolution by chapter 6. Surrounding and 
supporting short term and long term memory functions have at least to be made note of, as 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8: Temporal (center) and functional (right) differentiation of actor processes. 
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they allow for the preservation of most diverse kinds of perceptions and cognition results 
along an actor’s thread through space(s) and time. 

4.1.3  Emotion 

In between and constantly surrounding the strands of cognition, emotion plays its con-
stitutive role for guiding actors’ behaviors by providing a second, more basic form of in-
formation processing, feeding instant assessments of perceptions and physiological body 
states (like arousal of the nervous system) into a constantly accompanying stream of sub-
jective experiences, feelings and moods (Bucci, 2000). In contrast to mostly symbol-based 
cognitive procedures, the function of emotions could be assigned to the immediate provi-
sion of mostly subsymbolic evaluations of internal or external happenings. From an infor-
mation visualization perspective, we suggest to mark emotions by fuzzy spheres, engulfing 
or sometimes just replacing the operations of symbol-based cognition.3 

4.1.4  Action  

At the outward oriented side, actions [] are operations of actors’ bodies, aiming on 
modifying or maintaining outer (physical, social, semiotic) objects or inner bodily or men-
tal states. Spanning a wide range of most diverse sorts of operations, actions are units of 
goal-oriented behavior bearing meaning to an given observer. Actions could serve the pur-
suit of any kind of goal or labor, ancient and modern societies know about (with spatial 
locomotion (chap. 3) being just one of them), they could aim on transforming an envi-
ronment with the use of symbols or the use of physical force. From the information visual-
ization perspective, we suggest to mark actions by outbound arrows, directed on external 
objects, actors, and artifacts, aiming on influencing their attributes, constellations, or ex-
pected dynamics and the use of self-referential arrows for actions aiming on modulating an 
actor’s internal state or scope of attributes.      

4.1.5  Technological amplification 

Resulting from the interplay of faculties described above, actor dynamics across all 
strands have to be understood as autocatalytic in terms of: onto- and phylogenetically 
evolving processes of self-amplification by most diverse means of technology. Once de-
veloped and diversified, technological amplification effects nearly every aspect of actors 

                                                 
3 With regard to the ‘perspective’ of this emotional stream onto the articles framework, significant con-

siderations of cartographic model building have been provided by Tuan (1977), who stresses the difference 
between the conception of space locational and space experiential – in short: the difference between ‘space’ 
and ‘place’. When taking on large scale mapping an measu ring projects, geometers of all kinds of worlds are 
risking to soon loose connection to the native views from the cognizing+emoting actors within. According to 
these insights, people do not live in a framework of geometric relationships but a world of meaning. Place 
does not have any particular scale associated with it, but is created and maintained through ‘the fields of care’ 

that result from people’s emotional attachment. Notions like topophilia and topophobia refer to the desires 
and fears that people associate with specific places, bringing the sensual, aesthetic and emotional dimensions 
of space to the topographers consciousness . - While these considerations already bring along invaluable in-
sights for the being of actors in physical space, it all the more holds true for the habitation in social and semi-
otic space (chap. 5 and chap. 6). 
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dynamics within all relevant (physical, social, semiotic) environments. It helps to bridge 
spaces and time, transforms or generates objects and compound structures, alleviates, am-
plifies and generates processes of perception, cognition, action and interaction on all scales 
of micro and macro dimensions. On the object side, it materializes as artifacts, tools or 
instruments [], on the process side, it appears as ever broadening range of procedures, 
techniques and methods [>>], with all of them assembling to the highly diversified arsenal 
of industrialized cultures and their hybrid actant societies (Latour, 2005).  

4.2  Temporal Segmentation 

Far apart from discovering uniform process chains, research into the temporality of hu-
man processes discovers complex segmentations and granularities. Focusing on the active 
sections in between macro sleep- and vigilance patterns, a multi-level approach to temporal 
segmentation could be instrumentalized to structure actor dynamics diachronically. The 
hierarchical conceptualization of temporal actor dynamics leveraged by activity theory 
(Leontiev, 1978), differentiates between the briefest units of operations, mid-level actions 
and long-term activities (see Fig. 8, center). That way, simple operations on lower levels 
can be analyzed in the context of serving higher level aims and purposes, and activities as 
purposeful macro chains can be analyzed down to the elementary operation sequences they 
are composed of. Aside marking temporal segmentation with brackets, another simple way 
to visualize segmentation across all actor processes, is provided by the use of color, to 
mark sections which could be assigned to general categories of activities, as well as to in-
dividual processes and projects (like phases of production of certain artworks, reasoning on 
scientific problems, etc.). Highly elaborated methods of activity visualization, are provided 
by process modeling (Weske, 2010) and project visualization (Forsberg, Mooz, & Cotter-
man, 2005). The notion of activity theory, that actor dynamics have to be analyzed as hier-
archically interlaced (bottom-up and top-down) pursuits of goal orientation and control, is 
mirrored by the modeling of complex (organizational) activities as process landscapes, 
which could be subdivided and distinguished into ever refining sub processes and –tasks. 
As such, the highly elaborated visual methods of business process modeling (Madison, 
2005) could be adapted to provide an alternate notation for the temporal structure of actor 
dynamics, which now could be mapped into the swim lanes of individual or collective ac-
tors’ trajectories.  

4.3 Application in the Humanities and Social sciences 

With regard to the question, which humanities and social sciences domains would bene-
fit from an intensified approach to activity visualizations, all historically oriented domains 
would be amongst the first. As synchronoptic views from Peters (1952) to Chronozoom 
(2013) are already visualizing the synchronic and diachronic configurations of individual 
lifelines or tracks of collective actors (embedded into macro streams of historical epochs or 
eras), further methods of activity visualization could be easily superimposed by visually 
annotating this diagrammatic infrastructure. Knowledge about historical actors exists to 
large extents – and densifies with regard to coverage of modern and contemporary actors. 
Modern news could even be reframed as massive and multifarious activity data update 
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provider on a daily basis, yet mostly organized into bits and pieces of information verbali-
zation only. Notwithstanding this fact, various projects are working on the extraction, 
translation, and integration of such bits into larger, interoperable visual data collections, 
including the reconnection of activity data to a geo-temporal framework (Manning, 2003; 
Owens, 2007; Wang, 2007; Lo, Chang, Tu, & Yeh, 2009; Gerring & Mahoney, 2011). An 
obvious application, derived from such endeavors could be the isolation of the lifelines of 
historical individuals, which could be visualized by focus+context methods as diachroni-
cally arranged and interconnected tracks along the timeline of history, but also displayed in 
juxtaposition (see Fig. 9). This synchronic display by small multiples enables historical 
lifeline comparisons across different ages, cultures and individual backgrounds. Aside on 
different lengths, comparisons can focus on the functional focus of actors (chap. 4.1) 
their temporal activity structures (chap. 4.2) or their geo-temporal shapes (chap. 3), 
allowing for a multifactorial visual exploration of commonalities and differences, includ-
ing comparison to a scholar’s own trajectories. Further concepts to be visually investigated 
with methods so far would be hexis and habitus, ways of individual reproduction (activi-
ties of work and labor), division of labor as socially organized activity specialization, etc. 
Yet, modeling relevant concepts and constellations of humanities and – obviously – social 
sciences on an appropriately complex level requires to take the universe of collective con-

figurations of actors into account.  

5. Social spacetime analytics: dynamic social network visualization 

As actor analytical disciplines like psychology, anthropology, cognitive or behavioral 
science are predominantly trying to understand how actors operate individually, another 
HSS hemisphere is aiming on the complementing view: On understanding how actors are 
influencing each other, and how they operate collectively to pursue common goals over 
time. From an information visualization perspective the question rephrases as: How can we 
make relational data of inter-actor constellations visible, usually processed mainly verbally 
by large clusters of scientific prose? Now whether one is interested in present or past inter-
action constellations of collaboration or conflict: With going back to the basic visual ele-
ments of perception [] and action [], we can easily identify the raw material, social ties 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Visual activity and lifeline comparatistics, e.g. of different artists 
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and tissues are made of. On their tracks through spacetime, actors are affecting each other, 
some constellations get reciprocal and repetitive – and a potent class of methods to visual-
ize accumulations of such inter-actor influences is provided by social network visualization 

(Freeman, 2000; Sköld, 2008).  

5.1  Static views on interaction networks 

The network view on things results from a few basic steps: visualize actors as nodes, 
delete the initial geographic underground by spanning up a new canvas (i.e. a new x-y-
plane to visualize ‘social space’), and connect the nodes with ties, according to any given 
data on relations between the actors at hand. As outlined in chapter 2, the spatial re-
arrangement of nodes, which follows this procedure, could now be achieved by qualitative 
or quantitative methods. While qualitative layout methods could be leveraged to re-arrange 
actors according to rich data and in depth knowledge about their affiliation, status, rele-
vance and roles, ties could be visualized due to all existing knowledge about their various 
interactions and relations of conflict and collaboration (chap. 5.2). As this approach al-
lows to quickly model any historical or contemporary social constellation of interest and 
(manually) bring it into a specific shape (Brightman, 2003), another family of layout meth-
ods takes on computer-based means of quantitative data-driven arrangement, inspired by 
forces of elastic bands or springs. So called spring embedder algorithms model nodes as 
repellent and relationships of perception or (inter-)action as attracting springs, so that two-
dimensional force models of social constellations are set up, which now shape relational 
data into network graphs (DiBattista et al., 1999), disclosing insights into social macro and 
micro measures, invisible to the beholders’ eyes before (Wassermann & Faust, 1994; 
Kaufmann & Wagner, 2001).4 The resulting network graphs are grouping actors who share 
ties of interaction more closely to each other than actors with no ties, thus revealing clus-

ters of social proximity or interspaces representing distance within a specific layer of so-
cial space. These layers arise from different kinds of interaction relations, which is attract-
ing attention to the question: which kind of interaction relations are contributing to the so-
cial tissue of society?  

5.2  Kinds of interaction networks 

Notwithstanding the fact, that they could be thought of as lasting, social ties () are 
realized by interactions temporarily only. Following the first point of view, single actors 
are part of a multitude of networks, providing most diverse opportunities and constraints, 
and superimposing each other as multi-layering tissues of relations and expectations. Fig-
ure 10 (left) shows a non-exhaustive list of ties, radially emanating from – and mounting to 
– actors, who are operating them (or are operated by them) in consecutive social configura-
tions, depending on distinct customs and patterns of social behavior. According to their 
attributes [***], social ties and tissues could provide with information and knowledge, 

                                                 

4 The standard way of both kinds of network graph modeling is the generation of static graphs, which 
equals an orthogonal point of view, situated centrally above a space-time cube – and thus shortening the 
temporal axis and all dynamics to zero. This procedure equals relational long -time exposure photography and 
allows for the visualization of aggregated interactions. 
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goods and services, nurture and protection, sex and intimacy, sympathy and affections, 
values and beliefs, instructions and education, freedom of choice and binding decisions, 
rights and obligations, insurance and health care, news, entertainment, stimulation or bore-
dom. Complementing to these functional attributes, other attributes are defining relational 
qualities, differentiating ties which are providing supplies and gratifications to ties, impos-
ing constraints, sanctions and penalizations. All these relations can manifest as unidirec-
tional or reciprocal – visualized by directed or bidirectional ties – and expose different 
strength. Building on this basic repertoire of nodes, ties and attributes, network models can 
cover a vast array of social structures. Even though most social units are operating multire-
lational, a big part shows high degree of specialization with regard to their principal types 
of relations – and hence the function of activities, they are collectively organizing. Togeth-
er with specialization of actors, specialization of connecting ties is leading the way to the 
analytical differentiation of organizations, acting as the manifold interconnecting organs of 
modern societies, might they be enterprises, schools, armies, administrations, families, 
parties, churches, sport clubs, art circles, news networks, governments, nation states, feder-
ations and many more (Kilduff, 2010).  

5.3  Scales of interaction networks   

With regard to scales of networks, a spectrum from social micro units up to meso and 
macro networks is unfolding, with all of them embedded in the hybrid and vastly multire-
lational tissue of world society (see Fig. 10, right). Given this hybrid tissue, network visu-
alizations are always selective illuminations, lifting out constellations not only of different 
actors and kinds of ties, but also of different size and structural complexity. Starting with 
models of star-shaped ego networks (Freeman, 1982; Hogan, Carrasco & Wellman, 2007) 
which provide insights into the social capital of individual actors, the scale of inter-actor 
models is restricted by data collection and processing issues only. As such, network graphs 
can model past or present groups or teams of actors, from coordinating in real time and 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 10: Various kinds of social relations (left) and scales of social networks (right)  
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space, up to meso and macro constellations of organizations and beyond, pursuing their 
collective aims with the support of communication media, technology and various methods 
of goal-oriented activity management. 

Due to the option of grouping and clustering of individual actors, the internal complexi-
ty of any network could also be conceptually reduced to treat it as collective actor or com-
plex node, relating to other complex nodes and thus combining to hierarchically nested 
relational graphs. This raises the question, whether a world map of social space could be 
drawn, providing scholars with a maximum overview, followed by the option to zoom in 
on any subset of relations of interest? Due to the necessarily selective nature of network 
visualizations, such a network of networks could be postulated on a conceptual level only. 
As the all-encompassing ecosystem for interaction, it would visualize as massive felt of 
relational complexity and inextricable visual clutter only. Yet, referring to different kinds 
of relational ties, different social fields like, science, economy, arts or the media are known 
of having installed trans- and supranational operating procedures with shared or highly 
interoperable standards, methods, and formats of interaction. It is with reference to those 
layers, that alpha versions of social world maps already exist.5 Together with the macro 
fields of politics, jurisdiction, education, health care, etc. they are manifesting the modern 
‘hypersubjects’, on which the major domains of the social sciences (like political science, 
law, educational science, economics, arts, etc.) are focusing on, to describe their structures, 
laws and rationalities, as well as their daily procedures, long term activity programs, and 
their evolution over time. 

5.4  Dynamic views on interaction networks 

In contrast to the static views on social networks, resembling bulb exposure images of 
social interactions, dynamic network analysis takes on different methods of visualization. 
These could be animation, juxtaposition or superimposition – or obviously the 3-
dimensional view, which is rejecting the orthogonal perspective from above, to tilt the 
sight line onto social spacetime back to a slant angle (Dwyer, 2000). This change of per-
spective immediately reveals the temporal nature of the construct of ‘social ties’ – and un-
locks the visualization approach also for all kinds of HSS subject matters, focusing on 
change over time – might they be short term dynamics, historic developments of interac-
tion patterns or long term evolution.  

From a graph drawing perspective, structural change is resulting from relational effects 
of newly appearing or vanishing actors, emerging or dissolving ties, as well as from their 
dynamically varying attributes and relational strengths (Ahn, Plaisant & Shneiderman, 
2011). While phenomena of the first kind are obviously given for the historical view with 
birth and death of individual actors, the occurrence, maintenance, or dissolution of ties is a 
primordial result of (inter-)actor dynamics negotiated between their joining and departing 
space-time trajectories (chap. 3). With regard to process and activity visualization 
(chap. 4.2) the swim lanes of individual action now become constantly interwoven by 

                                                 
5 For examples on scientific or economic collaboration cf. Börner (2010); Krempel & Plümper (2003). 
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choreographies of conflict and collaboration, blending into the overall processes of biolog-
ical and cultural reproduction. 

5.5 Application in the Humanities and Social sciences 

To just point out to the sets of HSS topics, which now come into the catchment area of 
the dynamized modeling framework of social spacetime analytics, it might be enough to 
draw back onto the massive multi-actor-trajectory bundle of world history (McNeill & 
McNeill, 2003), already outlined by chapter 3. While social anthropologists and cultural 

scientists are examining most diverse local configurations, developing out of the first  
mergings of nomadic hominid hordes up to their interaction patterns in present times, soci-

ologists are investigating cross cutting structures and dynamics of modern societies. Media 

scholars are finding their subjects as multiplying crowds of mobile information artifacts 
and networks of transport and communication infrastructure, becoming visible as support-
ing means and structures for interaction networks, staging ever evolving channeling tissues 
for arrows of perception [] and action [] and bridging actors of formerly distant times 
and places (Williams, 2009; Chapman, 2005). Subjects to political science like the evolu-
tion of empires and modern nation states visualize as growing amalgamations and segmen-
tations of power and interaction networks that are frequently waging wars and conflicts to 
the outside, whereas fostering order and cultural refinement within (Sloterdijk, 1995). Ju-

risprudence scholars are tracking differentiations, diffusions and regulations of behavioral 
expectations and laws. Economists are zooming in on interactions of exchange and trade, 
growing and merging markets, accumulations of capital and their accelerating flows. Reli-

gious scholars are following the spreadings, differentiations and interactions of communi-
ties of values and beliefs. Educational science rediscovers its subject as the multifarious 
kinds and ways of diffusing knowledge by verbalization and visualization, bridging inter-
actor spaces and temporal distances between generations.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11: Basic patterns of social network trajectories (left), exemplary organizational trajecto-

ries (center) and their locatability in social spacetime (right) 
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Throughout all these functional fields, organizational studies are highlighting the indis-
pensable role and evolutionary impact of collective actor dynamics leveraging the princi-
ples of division of knowledge and labor. Whether as manufactories, schools, churches, ar-
mies, political parties, government, federal or media agencies they are operating as central-
ly integrated networks of different diameters and along various temporal scales. Like the 
lifelines of individuals (cf. Fig. 9), who they are functionally interweaving, they are un-
folding highly characteristic shapes in social (and physical) spacetime, temporally structur-
ing themselves into chains of collective activities, projects, and transgenerational endeav-
ors (see Fig. 11).  

Yet, all these choreographies in social spacetime would not be possible without distinct 
technologies to amplify inter-actor communication towards collectively coordinated per-
formance. Hence, as a precondition for developing networks and worknets of the animal 

sociale – a forward turn to a remaining cluster of HSS subjects leads back to our initial 
topic – as we once more have to shed light on the notable capabilities of the animal sym-

bolicum. 

6. Semiotic spacetime analytics 

After having passed through an enculturation phase within their social environments 
cognizing actors (chap. 4) are known to dispose of the capability to use symbols for rep-
resentating matters of fact and concern on different levels of complexity. The basics have 
already been sketched out by chapter 1: With the generic terms of basic semiotic units and 
semiotic figurations, we generally referred to both types: verbal and visual representations. 
With turning to the verbal modality anew, we are complementing the existing framework 
with a cubistic view for semiotic spacetime analytics, and try to learn from the predomi-
nant verbal system there, how information visualizations of HSS subject matters could be 
raised to a higher level of syntactic interconnectivity, available by the use of verbalization 
only up to now. 

6.1 Basic semiotic units 

With regard to chapter 1.2, which was already outlining main working principles of verbal-
ization, we can recapitulate: Even though being not its smallest atoms, words (lexemes) are 
considered to provide the basic semiotic units of verbal languages, existing within large 
vocabularies. With these hundreds of thousands of units assigned to large functional clas-
ses (types of words), symbol using actors are in disposition of a fine grained multitude of 
basic elements, to be combined and customized for modeling any intended real world con-
figuration on subsequent levels of complexity (see Fig. 12). While the semiotic vectors of 
nouns are referring to (classes of) objects [], actors [] or artifacts [] (including other 
semiotic units [x] or information artifacts []), verbs are pointing to all their possible dy-
namics or processes [, , ]. Adjectives are used to modulate the understanding of 
nouns and denoting qualities or attributes [*, *, *], whereas adverbs do the same to 
verbs by marking qualities or attributes of processes [*]. Prepositions allow the semiotic 
modeling of spatial, temporal or logical relations [] between objects and their processes, 
conjunctions function as connectors between words or phrases [  ], pronouns work as 
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shortcuts for nouns, and interjections are used to denote current emotions of the symbol 
using actors (cf. Greenbaum, 1996). As the functionally segmented pools of a giant semiot-
ic construction kit, these units provide the basic building blocks for most diverse types of 
more complex semiotic figurations, ranging from sentences to texts and various levels of 
interconnected texts, assembling to mid-scale clusters of topics and large scale clusters of 
knowledge domains. Aside their aims of subject-adequate model building, these higher 
level figurations have to satisfy basic rules of syntax, which come along as relational pat-
terns for proper semiotic coupling (Berk, 1999). 

6.2 Complex semiotic units 

6.2.1 Sentences 

Given thousands of basic units – what is the construction plan for the next level of se-
miotic complexity like that of a sentence? One of the most basic schemes for that purpose 
is an arrangement pattern which sequentially couples a subject entity of a sentence (e.g. an 
actor) with a verb (e.g. denoting an action, a process or a state of being) and almost always 
brings in an object entity (e.g. the action receiver). A large number of languages, including 
the one at use, do this by sequencing subject  verb  object (SVO), a relational pattern 
that (together with the subject  object  verb scheme (SOV)) is governing sentence con-
struction of 75% of world’s languages. The operating procedure of this basic scheme puts 

verbs into a central coupling position, to specify something that is going on between two 
other semiotic entities (Fig. 13). From an information visualization perspective, the basic 
SVO structure frequently turns out to be the verbal description of a tie within the dynamic 
object-actor-artifact-networks of real world configurations. The operating procedure for 
producing verbal models on the sentence level hence could be reconstructed as: Take any 
given constellation, segment it into its main entities, and model their interconnections by 
the use of verbs in the exemplary form of: an entity’s (subject) operation, process or state 

of being (verb) effects another entity (object). While this basic scheme initially leaves a lot 
of specifications open, those could be provided by additional parts of speech, bringing the 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 12: Languages as extensive pools of symbols (vocabularies), segmented into functional 
semiotic classes (right), referring to (classes of) extralinguistic elements (left)  
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raw material of the SVO structure into a fine grained and elaborated shape. Proper names 
tie the meaning of semiotic units to extralinguistic places or individuals, prepositions spec-
ify temporal, spatial or logical relations of objects, actors and their dynamics, adjectives 
and adverbs are specifying their qualities; numerals provide quantification (e.g. on time, 
duration of processes, numbers of objects and actors), whereas conjunctions serve as ge-
neric coupling units between semiotic entities of the basic kind.  

From the information visualization perspective, the meaning of a sentence could be of-
ten visualized as a vector bundle of reference, pointing from its current spacetime position 
to any intended SVO-constellation. With further modulations (flections) of verbs as central 
ties between subjects and objects, these vectors of reference are guided into different direc-
tions or realms. Temporal modulation of verbs (tenses) specifies, whether a sentence refers 
to a contemporary constellation (something on the horizontal plane of the cube, being on 
the same level with the symbol user), to a past (downwards) or to a prospectively expected 
one (upwards). In contrast, the mood of verbs assigns, whether symbol users are claiming 
factual validity for their figuration (realis or indicative mood), normative validity (impera-

tive mood), or different variants of possibility (irrealis or conditional mood), ranging from 
desiring or fearing the figurations meaning to just marking its possible or counterfactual, 
fictional or aesthetical imaginability. With this special feature of modulation, semiotic fig-
urations not only allow the representation of things, that are not spatio-temporally present 
(because they are in a distance, the past or the future) but they can also refer to a model of 
something not (yet) existing. While the imperative mood reconnects such unreal figura-
tions to one of the existing spacetime cubes (i.e. physical or social space time) to demand 
or insist on its realization there, the irrealis mood opens up virtual spacetimes, where pos-
sible figurations merge with pure fiction. From the IV perspective, this means the emanci-
pation of the referential vector from factual representation, and the capability of cognition 
to unfold possible worlds, i.e. its pointing into alternative, artificial spacetimes (Ronen, 
1994; Martin, 2004). From the framework’s perspective, this could be covered by another  
space-time frame, to which figurations of the arts are referring with their multifarious, au-
tonomous ways of semiotic modeling.  
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Even without a closer examination of the possibility spaces unlocked by modality oper-
ators: The versatility and combinability of verbal sentence structures opens up practically 
unrestricted modeling options on all succeeding levels of complexity. While following the 
basic visual layout principle of chaining, sentences are sequentially coupled to extended 
spoken figurations – or following the option of a visual notation – as the linear structures 
of texts. With regard to the latter modality, chains of sentences are used to be broken and 
rearranged as lines filling two-dimensional pages, which can be sequentially arranged 
again to appear as most diverse forms of figurations (Biber, 1991), ranging from short fig-
urations (e.g. statements, articles, essays, or papers) to extended units (e.g. lectures, books, 
multivolume texts, etc.). Furthermore – specifically in the academic fields – any speech or 
text can refer to multiple other speeches or texts, importing (sections of) other linear se-
quences into its own, and interlinking them to interconnected speeches or texts, to utilize 
existing modeling achievements (Merton, 1993). With regard to dense clusters of such se-
miotic networks – or due to external ascription to shared subject matters – texts are finally 
grouping to the highest level units of semiotic complexity, which we want to refer to as 
topics and domains further down (see Fig. 15). With taking one step back, we can recapitu-
late complex verbal figurations (from sentences to (interconnected) speeches or texts) as 
sequential arrangements of words, which allow for the modeling of most diverse kinds of 
knowledge about environmental constellations. By memorizing these chains or externaliz-
ing them as written documents, they provide the prototypical technology for the represen-
tation and storage of knowledge. And by channeling these chains through social ties, ver-
bal communication makes itself visible as the prototypical technology to share these repre-
sentations for the aims of collective cognition. 

6.3 Communication: explication, transmission and reconstruction  

Building on the cognitive ability for synthesizing semiotic models that are intended to 
represent something other than themselves, the taxing concept of communication is often 
drafted as a process of transmitting these models to other actors by a three-stage procedure 
(Miller, 2002). 1) Cognitive figurations have to be encoded and explicated with the help of 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13: Real configuration (left) and its encoding into a sentence structure, including  
subject – verb – object (SVO) (right) plus further options for grammatical modulation 
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symbols and syntax of a certain semiotic system, i.e. when taking on verbal language by 
sequential syntactical arrangement of units in time or along a line. 2) Transmission of ver-
bal figurations makes use of imprints into a transmission medium, which could be shared 
air for oral-auditory transmission or any surface that is able to hold a written-visual nota-
tion. In case of the latter option, notations are passed along or transmitted via roads or fi-
bers of transportation and communication networks to arrive intended receivers across a 
spatial or temporal distance. 3) The operation of semiotic reconstruction or decoding, ne-
cessitates a receiving actor to semantically unfold and re-engineer the incoming chains of 
verbal sequences, according to the best available knowledge and belief, which both vary 
greatly within complex societies.6 As this tripartite operation of communication is widely 
considered to realize itself only by mastering this last passage, it is the same stage, where 
the socio-semiotic magic of communicative cognition happens – or silently crocks. 

To start with the intended option: If a receiving actor is able to cognitively reengineer at 
least some of the basic dimensions, a semiotic figuration was meant to represent within her 
or his disposable frames of reference, somebody else’s results of cognition could be uti-
lized for the actor’s own purposes. From this functional perspective, communication ena-
bles interconnected actors to reciprocally support each other’s cognition with regard to 
most diverse constellations in physical, social and semiotic spacetime. By channeling 
chains of semiotic figuration through its multifarious ties, societies are diffusing relevant 
models throughout all functional layers of their complex networks  (chap. 5). Communi-
cation is accompanying, regulating and coordinating nearly all procedures of interaction. It 
enables the diachronic transfer of cognitive achievements between succeeding generations 
along the time axis, as well as their synchronic, horizontal exchange. Hence actor networks 
can massively extend their problem solving capabilities by division and exchange of cogni-
tion. From an individual actor’s perspective, literacy – as the ability to work on semiotic 
figurations – firstly enables to inherit essential scripts and models by procedures of educa-
tion and socialization. It helps to build up and elaborate all kind of own representations – 
and it allows to access the growing archives that are storing human thought and knowledge 
about most diverse arts, crafts and sciences.  

So when we follow arts and humanities perspectives on the creations and developments 
of human thought, we are first and foremost in the position of an observer (Fig. 1), who 
is turning to the right, to access the archives (texts, topics and domains) that are prototypi-
cally storing the products as verbal or visual creations themselves – or the verbalized in-
formation and knowledge about them. Facing these massive offers for possible access to 
(and communication with) complex subject matters, encoded into the modality of extended 
texts, the need for a new kind of visual language is re-emerging by itself. As learning psy-
chology points out, information provided in multiple modalities could facilitate learning 
processes in significant ways (Lemke, 1998; Mayer & Massa, 2003). Having not only one, 
but multiple channels for the multimedia reception and uptake of complex figurations 

                                                 

6 Like the sequential molecular chains of messenger RNA are read off by ribosomes, to be re-expressed in-
to three-dimensional molecular structures, any receiver has to accomplish the operation of parsing, analyzing 
and re-expressing the semiotic models up to a minimum extent, that allows for the re-projection of an intend-
ed meaning into (her or his own conceptions of) space and time. 
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could ease the cognitive load, which is afflicted to scholars by extended texts. So how 
could the visual framework enrich the learning performance on arts and humanities topics, 
which are mostly texts by themselves? Which methods of information visualization are 
available to express the rich qualitative and quantitative figurations of human thought, 
mostly encoded into the verbal figurations of natural language? 

6.4 Semiotic spacetime analytics  

Throughout all considerations so far, concepts and elements for a visual analytical ap-
proach to semiotic units and figurations have been laid out already. On the one hand, we 
can visualize semiotic units of different magnitude as (classes of) entities in a newly de-
fined frame of semiotic spacetime and treat them as closed entities only (i.e. handling them 
as black boxes with regard to their content) (6.4.1). On the other hand, visual analyses 
could open the black boxes of these units to dive into their content. With doing so, the el-
ementary modeling language within the polycubistic framework laid out so far could be 
leveraged to express their inherent semiotic figurations also in a visual modality (6.4.2). 
While the focus will remain on academic and scientific texts as the most elaborate areas of 
semiotic modeling, the next section could also be read as an extended visual analytical 
approach to artifacts in general (cf. Windhager & Mayr, 2012).  

6.4.1  Semiotic unit analytics 

For visually examining sets of artifacts () – including notation carrying documents or 
semiotic artifacts () – on an object-oriented basis, any possible set or selection could be 
initially visualized as randomly distributed cloud of dots. The first approach to visually 
analyze such point clouds with the help of various spatio-temporal layouts refrains from 
looking into their content, but makes use of artifact metadata for generating insights by 
visual rearrangements. Various layouts can regulate the horizontal distribution of artifacts 
in a newly opened space-time cube (cf. Fig. 5), whereas the vertical dimension will main-
tain to provide the scale for their temporal distribution. As metadata for the vertical ar-
rangement along the time axis is most commonly provided with an artifact’s date of origin 
or a document’s publishing date, we can focus on selective illustrations, how various hori-
zontal layouts can provide overviews and insights into the spatio-temporal shapes of a 
broad range of subject matters. Technically, the size of such clouds is restricted by the ex-
istence of artifact data only – and can range from data that is covering small collections 
only to massive data on major artifact domains. 

Regardless of the specific nature of artifacts, arts and humanities scholars are investigat-
ing, qualitative or quantitative metadata on focused (classes of) entities is most often on 
hand. These could be data on affiliation to styles, classes, topics or domains ( { }), data 
about the manifestation of specific attributes (***), or data about relations () between a 
set of given entities. According to these different kinds of data, the information visualiza-
tion methods of Euler diagrams, scatter plots or network graphs could provide the horizon-
tal layout to disclose visual insights into various subject matter characteristics (cf. Fig. 5).  

Whether scholars are facing various types of semiotic units (including texts of science, 
literary arts, religion, law, etc.), images, sculptures, films, compositions or pieces of the 
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performing arts – the affiliation to specific styles, topics or domains could be visualized by 
assigning entities to sets, like exemplarily provided by Euler diagrams. Put into a space-
time cube, the resulting 3-dimensional layout discloses further insights into the dynamics 
of classes, e.g. by allowing to track varying diameters of sets (e.g. representing the 
amounts of artifacts within) over time. As such, the emergence, growth, change and possi-
ble decline of styles, topics or domains becomes visible. With specific regard to scientific 
documents, where metadata of large document collections is available, also the long-term 
dynamics of whole areas of knowledge (domains) and the changing figurations of their 
inner segmentations (topics and subtopics) are hence opened for visual exploration (see 
Fig. 14, left). 

With regard to the manifestation of artifact attributes (***), scatter plots can provide an-
other method for horizontal arrangement of entities. All conceivable semantic differentials 
(antonymic attributes, marking the opposing poles of an attribute scale) that are relevant in 
a research area could provide one or two axes of a scatter plot. As long as artifacts expose 
quantifiable attributes – or could get them assigned as binary or continuous values – the 
initial point cloud could be re-arranged due to any possible combinations. Within the 
space-time cube, the 3-dimensional arrangement thus will shed light on the developments 
and trends, of artifacts-attributes over time (see Fig. 14, center right). With specific regard 
to scientific documents, certain developments and trends of discourse could be visually 
explored. 

As a third approach to visual analysis of artifact collections, relation data could be cho-
sen to deliver the basis for a horizontal layout. In general, (ingoing and outgoing) influ-
ences in between literary texts, paintings, compositions, films, etc. could be accumulated 
and visualized by qualitative network visualization for any item selections of a chosen top-
ic or subject matter. Yet, these relations often have to be ascribed by interpretive accounts, 
and are rarely explicitly provided by the artifacts themselves. This is not the case with sci-
entific texts themselves, which are providing their influences and interrelations in form of 
citations and references, which could be accumulated and leveraged for feeding into data-
driven network layouts. Due to spring embedder arrangements, clusters of semiotic prox-
imity become visible, as well as individual positions or degrees of centrality of single doc-
uments. By temporally unfolding such layouts within a space-time cube, the relational life-
lines of topics and domains appear on the macro level (see Fig. 14, right), whereas a 
zoom-in in could expose individual influences from one text to the other. By exemplarily 
highlighting only those semiotic units, which show high referential outdegrees over a long 
time, all those works become visible, which have been valuated as relevant contributions  
within different knowledge domains.  
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By aligning this space-time cube with the other cubes of physical space-time and social 
space-time, developments of semiotic macro figurations are paralleled with the develop-
ments of their material and social environments and could be visually examined for over-
arching effects of critical events, shifts, or phase transitions. Furthermore, when zooming 
into specific polyspatio-temporal sections of history, the trajectories of single individuals 
could be tracked in parallel through tripartite spacetime, to explore which geographic, so-
cial and symbolic influences shaped the thoughts, sentiments and worldviews of historic 
actors, which might have been written down by themselves or accompanying observers – 
and put into the archive of semiotic spacetime again, to serve as a historic source for suc-
ceeding scholars and analysts. 

As such, this outlined approach to whole sets or larger amounts of semiotic units is able 
to contribute a considerable share to visual explorations of arts and humanities subject mat-
ters. Yet, in any case where scholars are used to zoom in from forest to tree-levels, switch-
ing to methods of close reading and critical analysis, the treatment of semiotic artifacts as 
black boxes could be said to literally miss the point(s). Hence information visualization 
within arts and humanities domains could dive and dig into semiotic units and texts, to 
apply its established methods of e.g. quantitative text analysis there (Roberts, 2000). Yet, 
the resulting (mostly static) diagrams or maps could be questioned, whether they already 
provide the best possible contributions, information visualization is able to bring into the 
field. Given the outlines and elements of the visual analytical framework so far, the as-
sumption suggests itself, that another level of visual modeling could be attained.  

6.4.2  Semiotic figuration analytics 

The rich figuration modeling approach of this chapter treats (scientific) texts as docu-
ments, written in an implicit “polyelemental and polyrelational network modeling lan-
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guage”, that could be visually expressed by interweaving all the elements outlined so far 
(cf. Fig. 4). In contrast to the sequential notation of verbalization, the visual approach 
seeks to bring these elements back into configurations, which could be complementarily 
perceived as shapes and rich data sculptures. By parsing and re-arranging relevant ele-
ments of any given text, it aims on translating the formerly sequential figurations into a 
visual modality by the use of the outlined elemental modeling language above. Hence a 
wide range of verbally coded models could be transformed into visually accessible ones – 
and offered as a second channel to receive and explore data of complex subject matters. By 
using the rich modeling setup of extended time geography, its former ‘physicalist bias’ 

could be expected to be strongly reduced – as is the case with other biases, known to in-
formation visualization methods in general.7  

Depending on a given document (i.e. sort of text, subject matter, and complexity), the 
resulting visual figurations are assumed to display fine-grained components or aspects of 
structural-dynamical data sculptures (cf. Fig. 15). But given any specific text – what would 
be the operating procedure for translating verbal data into this kind of polyelemental and 
polyrelational visualizations? While a first step parses texts for their most relevant basic 
elements (cf. Fig. 4), a second step has to annotate and specify these elements and enrich 
them with data on attributes, class affiliations or relations at hand. A third step visually 
interconnects these elements according to the relations documented explicitly by verbs, 
prepositions etc. – as well as implicitly by sentence structure and syntax. The arrangement 
of these interconnected elements by the means of appropriate layouts finally provides visu-
al figurations, which could be put into a space-time cube. In case of having already other 
expressions there, to which texts are referring (by excursions, outlooks, references or cita-
tions), the respective expressions could be also interconnected within a selected cube or 
even the whole (physico-socio-semiotic) polycube environment. 

                                                 
7
 Advantageous conceptual demands of the polycubistic framework are its consistent insistence on dy-

namic thinking and modeling (e.g. counteracting the classical Achilles heel of reifying static images), its 
extended dimensionality and expressiveness (compared to monomodal modeling paradigms), the openness 
for both: spatially oriented visualization methods and information visualization methods capable to deal with 
non-spatial, abstract data, as well as its ability to bridge qualitative and quantitative layouts, all together fos-
tering the interconnectivity of existing visualization concepts and methods. 
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Figure 15 shows some basic, prototypical figurations to be expected by any visual ex-
pression on different levels of semiotic complexity: the structuro-dynamical-network-

trajectory-bundle sculpture. At least, this kind of generic structure is to be expected to 
show up on a level of more complex data modeling when time comes into play. But to 
begin with sentences (chap. 6.2.1), they are mostly modeling single “ties” (relations be-
tween objects or actors), dealing with attributes or changes of any kind. With building on 
their predecessors, succeeding sentences are used to build up more complex spatio-
temporal figurations with introducing and interlinking elements of various complexities. 
Speeches and texts (chap. 6.2.2) already can visually express into complex components of 
macro figurations, which could be more structural/horizontal (descriptive texts) or more 
procedural-vertical (narrative texts) or every conceivable combination in between (in one 
or another cube).  

As speeches and texts are used to interconnect and refer to each other – e.g. from vari-
ous polytextural configurations up to topics and domains – so now could do their visual 
expressions. As texts which are referring to other texts could specify most diverse kinds of 
interrelations (from confirmation and affiliation to critique and negation) – visual expres-
sions can often do the same. In cases where texts are negating or criticizing each other’s 

validity, they are usually aiming on identical parts, to provide alternative or competing 
shapes and expressions. In such cases, disputed visual components could be visualized in 
parallel to perceive and compare theoretical differences – or parts of a common model 
could be marked with colors to signify modeling dissent. But as far as texts do agree on a 
common modeling style or construction plan (aka theoretical paradigm), they can combine 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 15: Various scales of verbal figurations (left) and their visual expression (right) 
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their figurations to a bigger structure in a shared wireframe, like rendering parts and tex-
tures of a consistent puzzle, collectively depicting larger issues.  

While this imaging procedure now can work with all sorts of plain, pure text, multimod-

al documents (already including embedded figures, images, or information visualizations) 
are of specific interest, as their visual elements can be either directly transferred and inte-
grated into the visual expression, or mediately by realizing certain adaptations, ranging 
from simple rotations and rescalings to complete transformations into other diagrammatic 
structures. As far as such transfers into the polycubistic framework are possible, insights 
into a new form of a visual syntax between the formerly isolated images could be expected. 
As interconnections between images are usually phrased by textual explanations and tran-
sitions only (by the means of the richer medium of verbalization), the extended representa-
tive capacity of the polycubistic framework allows to rediscover existing visualizations as 
interlinked (detail) views on larger configurations. With now exhibiting relations and rela-
tive positions to each other in a shared visual “metaframe” of reference, formerly scattered 
concepts and elements of visualizations could be combined to feed into rich expressions 
which are aligned by the shared time dimension of the polycubistic framework – as well as 
densely interwoven by the various polyrelational ties outlined so far.  

6.5 Applications in the Humanities and Social Sciences 

With adding a cube for semiotic spacetime analytics to the existing framework, repre-

sentations (as contents and products of cognition) could be analytically reframed and made 
visually accessible in two ways. On the one hand, the endeavors and achievements of hu-
man thought become visible as interwoven clusters and clouds of knowledge and infor-
mation carrying artifacts. Stretching and developing through semiotic eras, their intercon-
nected shapes are disclosing insights into macro developments about birth, growth and 
decline of discourse, topics and domains. On the other hand – with expanding and visually 
expressing their contents, we can see how they are modeling nothing else but all the sub-
ject matters in physical, social and semiotic spacetime which have attracted the attention of 
the model building and network weaving agency of human thought.  

With applying visual analytical methods of the first kind, the evolution of knowledge 
areas could be traced through time. While micro views disclose the appearance and chang-
ing interconnections of single concepts throughout epistemic eras, macro views offer in-
sights into the formation, growth and decline of topics and domains of knowledge (cf. 
Fig. 14). With applying methods of the second kind, visual expressions of selected verbal 
material become visible, enabling their diachronic and synchronic comparatistics (cf. Fig 
9). With juxtaposing evolving representations of any subject matter over time – or con-
trasting competing models at a given time – all the different visual shapes and figurations 
outlined so far can be put into use to offer visual support for the perception of complex 
subject matters – now including the development of semiotic systems and all their prod-
ucts. Complementing the modality of information verbalization, the perception of scholars 
hence could be granted a multimodal access to semiotic representations and models, pro-
ceeding modeling dynamics, as well as changing illuminations, diverging construction 
styles and modeling paradigm shifts across domains and through time. As theories of mul-
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timedia learning are documenting, such extended visual access can contribute significantly 
to improved information uptake and the construction of mental models due to lowered 
thresholds of accessibility for all scholars facing new subject matters, embedded into un-
known topics and domains (Lemke, 1998). Yet, like any method of cognition support, pol-
ycubistic information visualization could be leveraged when needed – and put aside in fa-
vor of fast sequential verbal modeling, when the co-construction of cognitive structures 
and shapes has been ensured to a satisfying degree (Larkin & Simon, 1987).  

7. Outlook  

With having complemented a view onto semiotic spacetime to the existing views onto 
physical and socio-structural spacetime, the three frames could be linked and lined up to a 
polycubistic knowledge visualization environment. Vitally depending on possible future 
levels of technical realization, as well as on the adaptation and integration of existing data, 
it could unfold a broad range of functions for cognition and communication support. As 
with symbol systems in general, essential supporting effects are expected for the buildup of 
mental models (i.e. individual learning), their elaboration and interconnection (information 
integration) and for the interindividual transfer of these models (knowledge communica-
tion and co-construction). With taking any individual as starting point, polycubistic visual-
ization environments are able to offer rich insights into personal histories (i.e. time series 
of ‘you are here’) and individual modes of existence, realizing as choreographies of world 
collecting and modifying trajectories through the polyspace.8 On the other side, with zoom-
ing out to the maximum scale, the framework can technically cover the most complex tra-
jectory bundles of human history, including socio-structural evolutions and manifestations 
into artifacts of culture and thought. It is this range of scalability and topical versatility, 
which might enable polycubistic frameworks to inherit geographic maps as next generation 
information visualization devices in the classrooms and knowledge spaces of times to 
come (see Fig. 16). 

                                                 
8 Visual existence analytics - a topic to be further elaborated. 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Figure 16: Outline of a polycubistic information visualization framework (right), linking 
zoomable views into physical, social and semiotic spacetime.  
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The framework’s implementation is easily imaginable on various levels of technical 

complexity. Requiring a minimum degree of draftsmanship only, the first level of imple-
mentation would realize as polyrectangular outlines on chalkboards only, allowing for 
quick, qualitative illustrations and sketches of possible shapes of a given topic - and its 
morphings and dynamics through time. A second level of elaboration and implementation 
would discuss, develop and connect such chrono-topographical mockups and paintings to 
seek for more systematic connections to major HSS domains, discussing their most rele-
vant data structures, scopes of granularity and expectable shapes, aiming on comparative 
line ups of subject matters and their shapes across various domains. Transformed into vec-
tor-based models, these basic shapes – together with data driven case studies – could pro-
vide the prototypical figurations for a first viewing environment in silico, integrating vari-
ous visual analytical techniques (from zooming, panning and rotating via filtering and 
brushing) to allow for interactive visual exploration. A third level would aim on the elabo-
ration of these visual figurations on growing scales – and on their referential interconnec-
tions, like citations do for data of verbal modality. All developmental outlooks into this 
direction can be easily predicted to coincide with chances to utilize existing data and 
knowledge collections (from online encyclopedias to academic archives, global media 
coverage, open government data, etc.) – and the project’s disclosure to distributed editing 
methods of all knowledge communities with interest in providing a complementary visual 
access to their topics (cf. MacEachren et al., 1999). As for any of these potential pathways 
– with tracing its possible evolvements into socio-semiotic spacetime, the outlined frame-
work is up to represent the continuation of its story. 

 
 
 
: it’s just a new layout.  
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Abstract: This paper addresses the question of how communication structures arise in high and low perform-

ing teams. It draws on different social theories to predict typical patterns that correlate with high or low 

team performance. This theoretical approach is evaluated using data from virtual teams in an experimental 

design. We show that a high level of reciprocity, a high in -degree for communication recipients and direct 

communication between the team members (rather than communication via intermediaries) are indicators of 

high team performance. The dynamic network structures which have been established and developed by the 

exchange of several hundred e-mails are analyzed using a new dynamic, actor-oriented event model for so-

cial networks. 

 
Keywords: Social Network Analysis, Dynamic Networks, Team Science, Organizational Behavior, Mult i-
nomial Choice Models, Dynamic Social Networks, Actor-oriented Models 

1. Introduction 

In organizational network analysis, the relation between actors are studied to better under-
stand how networks emerge and how they affect outcomes such as innovation or perfor-
mance (Bavelas, 1950; Borgatti & Foster, 2003; Brass, 2011). Many of these studies focus 
on individuals or whole organizations. Team networks, however, are investigated only 
rarely (Katz et al., 2005). One reason might be that most team networks are difficult to 
analyze, as all team members are usually connected with each other. If we aggregate all 
these connections we get a fully connected graph which cannot be analyzed in depth with 
established network methods (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). However, it is crucial to better 
understand teams as they are the basic collaborative units in organizations and several 
studies indicated that communication structures within and between teams significantly 
affect their performance (Balkundi & Harrison, 2006; Brown & Miller, 2000; Sparrowe 
et al., 2001;).  
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In this paper we apply a new method to study team networks that emerge over time (Stadt-
feld, 2012; Zenk, Stadtfeld & Windhager, 2010). Instead of analyzing static networks, we 
use event data that consist of singular social interactions between actors. In figure 1 (on the 
left) five actors of a team are displayed as circles, and a social interaction between them is 
illustrated as an orange arrow. In every time step, an actor can have one or more interac-
tions with other actors in their team over time. Using event data enables us to study the 
relational team dynamics that are not visible in aggregated networks (Figure 1, on the 
right). 

 

Figure 1: Networks as aggregation of social interaction patterns over time.                 Ac-
tive interactions are orange, past interactions are gray 

 
To obtain data over time, we collected e-mails during an experiment in which eight virtual 
teams had to collaborate during four weeks (Zenk, 2012). As e-mails consist of a sender, 
one or more receivers and a time stamp, we could utilize them for our dynamic analyses. 
We raised two questions: How do team networks emerge over time? And how do they dif-
fer in high and low performing teams? In chapter 2 we selected three social theories to hy-
pothesize which social patterns occur in dynamic team communications and how the struc-
ture of high and low teams might differ. In chapter 3 we describe the case study and how 
we analyzed the event data based on new actor-oriented event models for social networks. 
In chapter 4 we show the main results of our analyses and discuss them in chapter 5.  

2. Selected social theories, mechanisms and derived hypotheses 

In this chapter we outline three social theories to elucidate the dynamic patterns of net-
work evolution: social exchange theory, collective action theory, and cognitive theory. We 
do not, however, claim that these theories can be fully translated into graph theoretical no-
tations to explain the formation of ties. Instead, we extract selected mechanisms inherent in 
these theories and rephrase them as graph theoretical hypotheses (see figure 2) which can 
be tested using exponential random graphs models (Contractor et al., 2006; Contractor et 
al., 2012). Katz et al. (2004, 2005) offer a good overview of how social theories can be 
translated into hypotheses to explain the evolution of small groups. 
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Figure 2: Hypotheses, that are based on social theories, are translated                              
into graph theoretical notations to empirically test them 

 
We distinguish between two different types of hypotheses. The first type (indicated by the 
suffix “a”) is used to clarify the extent to which various theoretical mechanisms serve as 

dynamic driving forces in determining network evolution. We use these to examine wheth-
er the selected theoretical mechanisms do (positive parameter) or do not (negative parame-
ter) influence the formation of network structures over time. Our second type of hypothe-
ses (indicated by the suffix “b”) relates to the performance of teams and is used to verify 
whether the theoretical mechanisms exhibit higher or lower tendencies for the high and 
low performing teams.  
In table 1 the theoretical mechanisms that will be used are visualized, based on an actor A 
that is colored blue. A directed tie represents an interaction from one actor to another. 
A black tie visualizes a past interaction, a green tie an interaction that is assumed based on 
the theoretical mechanism (with a positive parameter) and a red interaction an interaction 
that is not assumed (and has a negative parameter). These graphs are only examples of pos-
sible realizations of interactions. In chapter 3.3 the parameters are explained in depth. 
 

Single Tie 

 

Two-In 

 

Reciprocity 

 

Two-Path 

 

Theoretical mechanisms          
    as hypotheses 

Graph theoretical  
   notation 

“H1: Network will show  

    tendency toward xyz” 

 

 
ERGM Modeling and hypotheses    
   testing on empirical data 

Social 

theories 
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Two-Out 

 

Transitive Triplets 

 

Table 1: Visualization of theoretical mechanisms 

In the following, we shortly overview the selected theories and their derived hypotheses.  

2.1. Social Exchange Theory 

Social exchange theories focus on the exchange of material or information resources be-
tween various actors (Homans, 1950; Blau, 1964). The probability of the formation of a tie 
depends on the possible exchange of resources needed by these actors and the resources 
they have to offer. The more an actor A has to offer of what another actor B needs, and the 
more B has to offer that A needs, the greater the probability that a communication tie will 
develop. In emerging teams in particular, resources are often unequally distributed among 
the actors. To exchange information in the most effective way, actors have to know exactly 
what the other team members know and which skills they have to offer (Borgatti & Cross, 
2003). Since these actors are mutually dependent on each other in a team, the better they 
can structure their ties based on the necessary exchange, the more efficiently they will 
achieve their team goals. The basic graph theoretical notion for this social mechanism in 
network theory is reciprocity. In network evolution terms this means: if actor A sent in-
formation to actor B in the past, and actor B needed this information, then B is more likely 
to return information to actor A, than start another relationship. In other words, the actors 
might communicate based on the following rule: I am more likely to communicate with a 
person in order to reciprocate the way she has communicated with me in the past (Monge 
& Contractor, 2003). We therefore hypothesize: 
H1a: Social exchange theory suggests a structural tendency toward reciprocity among the 

actors. 

H1b: High performing teams will have a stronger tendency towards reciprocity than low 

performing teams. 

2.2. Collective Action Theory 

Collective action theories focus on possible explanations of activities intended to maximize 
the benefit of the collective, rather than the individual. According to Marwell and Oliver 
(1993, p. 4), collective action can be defined as the “actions taken by two or more people 

in pursuit of the same collective good.” Public good theory, for example, strives to explain 

how and why people contribute to a public good. In contrast to private goods, public goods 
are typically artifacts like bridges, parks or libraries, which can be used by all members of 
a community (impossibility of exclusion) without diminishing (jointness of supply) (Har-
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din, 1982). One of the main challenges with regard to the creation and maintenance of pub-
lic goods is the social dilemma that arises from the conflict between individual and collec-
tive interests: Why should someone act collectively if he/she can also benefit from the out-
come just by free riding? The root of the dilemma lies in the counter-question: If everyone 
were to think in this way, how can there be any outcome at all? 
From a team research perspective, the pursuit of a common goal can be equated to the de-
velopment of a public good. As Katz et al. (2004, p.314) note: “More recently, it [public 

good theory] has been extended to explain the collective production and ownership of in-
tellectual property (e.g., ideas, documents, decisions) such as those developed by small 
groups.” The communication within a team has to deal with the realization of such a public 
good (Marwell & Oliver, 1993) on the evidence of the social or communication dilemma 
(Bonacich & Schneider, 1992) which arises from the conflict between common and indi-
vidual interests.  
With regard to the whole, it can be assumed that if the actors in a team contribute to a pub-
lic good by sending information to different others, this will ultimately affect the quality of 
the good they develop. Similarly, rational choice arguments (Olson, 1965) indicate that 
some actors in a team will be more involved in producing collective goods than others, and 
people are more likely to communicate with these actors than with others who adopt vari-
ous free riding strategies. Thus, a core periphery structure is highly likely to emerge (see 
Cummings & Cross, 2003 for contrasting arguments). The more these individuals are in-
volved, the higher the quality of the developed good. 
The basic graph theoretical notions for these social mechanisms in network theory are out-
degree centrality and indegree centralization. Accordingly, there is a tendency towards a 
higher outdegree centrality for the general activity of the actors (modeled as “two-out”) 
and towards a higher indegree centralization for strongly involved actors (modeled as 
“two-in”). Actors may choose to communicate in line with the following rule: I am more 
likely to communicate with specific persons to try to maximize the collective value of my 
communication (Monge & Contractor, 2003). We therefore hypothesize as follows: 
H2a: Collective theory suggests a structural tendency towards outdegree centrality (two-

out).  

H2b: High performing teams will have a stronger tendency towards outdegree centrality 

(two-out) than low performing teams. 

H3a: Collective theory suggests a structural tendency towards indegree centralization 

(two-in). 

H3b: High performing teams will have a stronger tendency towards indegree centraliza-

tion (two-in) than low performing teams. 

2.3. Cognitive Theory 

Cognitive theories focus on the individual’s perception of networks as explanations of so-
cial action. For example, cognitive social structures describe the extent to which individu-
als perceive their own network accurately, while cognitive consistency theories explain 
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networks based on the efforts of the actors involved to balance their networks in terms of 
harmonization or stress-minimization within social triads. 
In knowledge intensive teamwork situations, cognitive knowledge structure theories exam-
ine “who knows what” and “who knows who knows what”. A team is made up of interde-
pendent actors with different skills and expertise who interact to achieve common goals. 
The transactive memory systems concept (Wegner, 1985) offers a four-step explanation of 
how such knowledge networks develop (Monge & Contractor, 2003): (1) Expertise recog-
nition: Actors try to identify experts in their network to know who knows what. In this 
phase, their perception of experts may still be inaccurate and grounded on stereotypes (e.g. 
computer scientists must know everything about computers) (2) Retrieval coordination: An 
actor receives a task, but cannot accomplish it and therefore delegates it to an anticipated 
expert in the network. (3) Directory updating: Based on communication, actors update their 
directories of “who knows what” and enhance their perception of experts. (4) Information 
allocation: An actor who receives information that is not relevant for his/her field forwards 
it to the appropriate expert. 
Transactive memory systems develop over time and have a positive impact on group per-
formance. According to Brandon and Hollingshead (2004, p. 640), “the optimal state of a 

transactive memory system is convergence, where all members have similar representa-
tions of the transactive memory system that accurately reflect relative knowledge in the 
group and have been validated by members.”  
We can assume that teams (especially the kinds of new virtual teams analyzed in our re-
search setting) have to go through different phases to develop this kind of transactive 
memory system. Accordingly, and assuming that a new virtual team has to accomplish a 
team task, there are three phases that can be translated into graph theoretical notations. In 
the first phase, the actors do not know exactly who knows what (expertise recognition) 
and, as a result, send e-mails to other actors who cannot provide the required answer. 
These, in turn, forward the e-mails to other actors, who presumably do have the necessary 
knowledge (retrieval coordination). In other words, A sends an e-mail to B, who forwards 
it to C. In the second phase, the team optimizes communication over time as the actors 
increase their knowledge of experts (directory updating). Actor A starts to know that B 
forwarded the e-mails to C and, therefore, A also sends more e-mails directly to C. In the 
third phase, the team members know exactly who has what knowledge and send their ques-
tions or other information directly to a specific expert (information allocation), i.e. A sends 
questions directly to B, who sends the answer directly back to A. 
Each of these phases supposes a specific social mechanism. In the first team stage, there is 
a tendency towards longer communication paths via information intermediaries (as actors 
often forward questions to other actors). The basic graph theoretical notion for this tenden-
cy is two-path. The tendency in the second team stage is towards direct communication 
paths and denser networks (as actors communicate more intensely and start to use shortcuts 
to the appropriate experts). The basic graph theoretical notion for this tendency are transi-
tive triples. In the third team stage, there is a tendency toward mutual ties (a well-
established transactive memory system facilitates direct communication ties between ex-
perts). As already explained in the section on social exchange theory above, the basic no-
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tion for this tendency is reciprocity. Actors may communicate here according to the rule: I 
am more likely to communicate with a person who has the knowledge that I need (Monge 
& Contractor, 2003). 
Since we contend that different team stages develop over time, we only formulate hypothe-
ses that distinguish between high and low performing teams. As the teams in our study 
collaborated in an initial stage, we assume that high performing teams have a weaker ten-
dency towards information intermediaries (first phase) and a stronger tendency towards 
direct communication paths (second phase). Consequently, we hypothesize as follows: 
H4b: High performing teams will have a weaker tendency towards information intermedi-

aries (two-path) than low performing teams. 

H5b: High performing teams will have a stronger tendency towards direct communication 

paths (transitive triples) than low performing teams. 

3. Case Study 

3.1. Experimental Design and Performance Indicators 

During the 2008/2009 academic year, an organizational laboratory was set up at Vienna 
University of Technology to study collaboration between computer science students over 
time (Zenk & Stadtfeld, 2010; Zenk, 2012). The advantage of this research design as op-
posed to a “real” organization was that the experimental setting enabled us to compare sim-
ilar teams which had to accomplish similar tasks. It also offered us the opportunity to col-
lect a large quantity of data for use in both teaching and research. Eight teams that consist-
ed of five or six members were instructed to collaborate exclusively via e-mail. These vir-
tual teams had to complete the same three tasks: using a social network analysis software, 
documenting how it worked and presenting their results. 
To complete these tasks, all team members sent and received e-mails. After working to-
gether electronically for four weeks, they delivered their results, which were evaluated 
independently by the two course lecturers and their peers in the other teams. The lecturers 
could award the teams a maximum of 15 points for the documentation and 15 points for the 
presentation, while the peer teams could give them up to 10 points for the documentation. 
In addition, each team’s work was also ranked by the lecturers and peer teams and was 

aggregated in the same way as the points given. The aim of the ranking was to verify 
whether the points awarded actually represented the quality of the work, as the students 
could theoretically award maximum points to all the other teams. This did not prove to be 
the case and, in some cases, peer teams evaluated their colleagues more severely than the 
lecturers. Since points and ranks correlated, this provides strong support for the decision to 
separate the teams into two even clusters. 

3.2. Data 

The eight teams were made up of a total of 45 students, 82% of whom were male. Their 
average age was 23.6 years with a standard deviation of approximately 2 years. On aver-
age, students had worked for 1.5 years prior to joining the course. E-mail data were tracked 
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for the duration of the course. A total of 457 e-mails were sent and 1,740 e-mails received 
(as a consequence of some e-mails having multiple recipients). To create the database, stu-
dents were asked to send all e-mails in copy (cc) to an e-mail archive. In deference to ethi-
cal issues (Borgatti & Molina, 2005), students were allowed to decide which of their e-
mails were tracked, while the number and content of e-mails sent had no relevance on their 
grades. They could access the e-mail archive to view the collaborative processes during the 
course and encourage them to copy their e-mails to the archive address. After the course, 
students on average reported sending 84% of their e-mails to the archive. An online ques-
tionnaire was also used after each phase to collect network and individual psychological 
data, but will not be discussed further in this article (see Hopp & Zenk, 2011). Indeed, in 
the following analyses, we focus solely on the e-mails sent within each team and do not 
include any e-mails that were sent to different teams. 

3.3. Event-Based Analysis and Parameters 

Sending e-mails to team-members is modeled as a three-step stochastic actor-oriented pro-
cess as described in Stadtfeld (2012). First, actors are assumed to make choices on when to 
send e-mails. Given that an actor decides on sending an e-mail she, second, chooses the 
number of receivers. Third, based on the communication network at event time and the 
number of receivers, the sender sequentially chooses whom to send an e-mail. Potential 
receivers are all team members. All three choices are assumed to be conditionally inde-
pendent given the communication network at event time and the outcomes of previous 
choices. In this article, we focus on the third choice of the stochastic process which is the 
sequential choice of event receivers. Therefore, we do not further regard e-mails to all team 
members as there is no explicit choice involved. 
The third decision to whom to send an e-mail is modeled as a multinomial choice as intro-
duced by McFadden (1974) and discussed in the context of social network choices by 
Snijders (2010). The dependent variable is the chosen receiver of an e-mail, whereas inde-

pendent variables are different structures in the communication network at event time. The 
communication network constantly changes over time: Tie values in this network are in-
creased if e-mails are written (the value of the tie from sender to receiver increases) and 
decay over time with an exponential decay function (see Stadtfeld, 2012, chapter 3).  
Based on the theoretical considerations in section 2 we test six structural independent vari-
ables (see also table 1 for the visualization of the effects): 
 The single tie effect describes whether choices of a receiver are more likely if the 

sender has previously sent an e-mail to the same receiver. 
 Reciprocity measures the tendency to send e-mails to actors who have previously send 

an e-mail to the sender. It is a binary variable that is one if such a tie exists. 
 The two-in effect measures the tendency to send an e-mail to recipients with a relative 

high in-degree and is defined as the number of (potentially overlapping) sets of two 
ties in the communication network to the receiver. 

 The two-out effect measures the out-degree of the e-mail sender And thereby the 
tendency to choose many different receivers. 
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 The two-path evaluates the tendency of the sender (S) to write e-mails to receivers (R) 
who have many ties to third actors (T).  

 Transitive triplets count the number of transitive triplets between the sender (S) and 
the receiver (R) that involve a third actor T. It counts the number of actors T for which 
exist ties from S to T, from T to R and from S to R. 

Formulae of all effects and the choice functions can be found in Stadtfeld (2012), chapter 3 
and 4.  

4. Results 

4.1. Parameters 

In this section, we provide estimates for parameters weighting the influence of the six in-
dependent variables introduced. These estimates were retrieved using a maximum likeli-
hood estimation with a Newton Raphson optimization algorithm implemented in Java. We 
provide two sets of results. First, we show the communication patterns of high performing 
teams, second, of low performing teams. We then link the differences to our hypotheses.  
The independent variables in the result tables are ordered by the amount of explained vari-
ance: The parameters listed first are most efficient for the increase of the log likelihood. 
Based on our hypotheses, we measure the following six parameters: reciprocity, two-out, 
two-in, two-path and transitive triples, and a single tie effect.  

4.2. Network parameters of high and low performing teams 

In the first column of tables 2 and 3 all parameters are included while only the three pa-
rameters with most explanatory power are shown in the second column. Each table in-
cludes maximum log likelihoods for all models and a base-line log likelihood of a non-
parametric random graph model. Table 2 shows the network parameters that influence the 
choice of recipients in high performing teams. Actors with a high in-degree (measured by 
two-in) are the preferred receivers, along with actors who have previously communicated 
with the sender (measured by reciprocity). Both parameters are significantly positive, 
which is indicated by relatively small standard errors. The estimate for two-path is negative 
in both sets and also highly significant. This indicates that if a receiver's choice is made 
between either actors who have communicated with others or actors who have not commu-
nicated with others, there is a preference for the latter. This shows a tendency not towards 
central actors who distribute a great deal of information, but towards uniform (and direct) 
distribution of information within the team. 
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Ta
ble 2: Network parameters of high performing teams9 

This negative effect can also be interpreted as an avoidance of information flow via infor-
mation intermediaries. The last three parameters are not significant. However, the parame-
ters may still indicate whether there are significant differences between high and low per-
forming teams. 
 
Table 3 provides the estimates for the low performing teams. The first point we notice here 
is that the three parameters with the most explanatory ability are now different: Reciprocity 
and two-in still form part of this set, but two-path is now less relevant, while transitive tri-
ples have gained in importance. Partly, this can be explained by a high correlation of the 
parameters given that the teams are quite small. 

 

Table 3: Network parameters of low performing teams 

One obvious difference compared to the high performers is the clear reduction in the level 
of reciprocity. Actors still significantly tend to send e-mails to others who have previously 
written them e-mails (positive estimates of 0.43 and 0.53 in the two datasets), but the abso-
lute value is smaller. If an actor of a low performing team sends an e-mail and can choose 

                                                 
9 If the value of an estimator is at least twice as high as the standard error, it can be considered as a signifi-
cant result with p<0.05. As a way of example, the estimator for two-in in the first row for all parameters is 
0.45 and the standard error (s.e.) is 0.12. The value of 0.45 is higher than the doubled standard error, 
0.12*2=0.24, and is therefore significant. 
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to either reciprocate an incoming tie or to send the e-mail to an actor she has not received 
an e-mail from, she will also prefer reciprocity. However, high performing teams have a 
significantly higher probability for reciprocal communication. While the tendency to 
choose actors with high in-degrees is similar (two-in), the two-path effect is different: low 
performing teams show a weakly positive (not significant) tendency towards communica-
tion with actors who distribute information, whereas this effect was significantly negative 
in case of high performing teams. This means that high performing teams have a higher 
tendency to communicate directly and without information intermediaries. 
The single tie and two-out structures are not significant. This was expected, as the network 
density in small teams is high when measuring e-mail communication that allows multiple 
receivers.  

4.3. Results for Hypotheses 

To assist in the discussion of the hypotheses drawn in the first section, the overview in 
table 4 provides a direct comparison of all estimators of table 2 and 3, and includes the 
related hypotheses. 
 

 

Table 4: Network parameters of high and low performing teams (significant values are 
marked yellow, values that indicate tendencies are marked light yellow) 

 
The first hypotheses (H1a and H1b) regarding reciprocity are supported by our data. Both 
the high and the low performing teams show a tendency for reciprocity, which is indicated 
by the significantly positive estimators. The absolute value is higher for communication in 
the high performing team and the small standard errors indicate that this difference is sta-
ble.  
We were unable to provide any reliable information regarding the second hypotheses 
(H2a and H2b) about influence of two-out parameters. This is basically a consequence of 
our underlying data. When observing e-mail streams in small teams, it showed that senders 
tend to communicate with several team members at once by sending e-mails to multiple 
recipients. This blurs the observed decisions, as all the sender’s other outgoing ties are 
counted for this parameter and very often have similar values independent of the actual 
choice of recipient. No conclusions can therefore be drawn regarding H2a and H2b, alt-
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hough there is a general tendency towards high out-degrees as a result of the specific type 
of communication. 
Our results support hypothesis H3a regarding the two-in effect. Both teams show signifi-
cantly positive values for this effect (0.447 and 0.470). However, given similarity of the 
estimates, it is not possible to determine whether this effect is higher in high performing 
teams than in low performing teams (H3b). It still has the most explanatory value (maxi-
mum likelihood increase) for the high performing team, but its absolute value is in fact 
slightly weaker.  
To evaluate hypotheses H4b and H5b, we interpreted two effects jointly. Both the two-path 
and the transitive triples are relevant for measuring if there is a tendency to communicate 
directly and without information intermediaries. If people communicate directly, it is ex-
pected that the two-path effect will be negative and the transitive triple effect will be posi-
tive. The expected parameters regarding sender and receiver include a number of small 
non-cyclic triangle structures and only very few communication paths via intermediaries. 
If we compare the two kinds of teams, we find support for hypotheses H4b and H5b, alt-
hough only the two-path estimator for high performing teams is significant (-0.32). There 
is a high probability that the corresponding value for low performing teams will be positive 
or, even if it is negative, that it will be higher than -0.32. Conversely, the trends for the 
non-significant estimators for transitive triples are positive for high performing teams and 
negative for low performing teams. Even though both parameters are insignificant, it is 
very unlikely that the transitive triplets parameter is higher in case of low performing 
teams. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Synopsis 

This article analyzed the communication patterns in high and low performing virtual teams 
using an experimental case study. The choice of communication ties made by the individu-
al actors depends on the network structures surrounding the senders and recipients. Based 
on a theoretical framework, we combined different social theories to derive the expected 
structures in collaborative teams and differentiated between the expected structures in high 
and low performing teams. We subsequently evaluated these theoretical assumptions using 
e-mail communication and performance data obtained from an organizational laboratory 
with eight virtual teams of five or six actors over a period of four weeks, and used a new 
event-based software to estimate structural parameters.  
We tested several hypotheses regarding the network structures in high and low performing 
teams based on social exchange theory, collective action theory and cognitive theory. Our 
dataset indicates that the tendency towards reciprocal communication is higher in high per-
forming teams, as predicted in the social exchange and cognitive theories. There is also a 
tendency towards indegree centralization as we had concluded would be the case from our 
study of collective action theories. However, we were unable to determine a significant 
difference between high and low performing teams in this case. Similarly, our tests for 
outdegree centrality returned no significant results. Further tests indicated that high per-
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forming teams tend to communicate more directly, while low performing teams have a 
tendency to communicate via intermediaries. A proposed model based on transactive 
memory systems already anticipated this outcome, assuming that teams remaining in the 
first stage of team development and not developing further perform worse. Communication 
with many intermediaries is an indication of such an early team stage. 
Our methodology can serve to provide a better understanding of collaboration in teams, 
since it allows the performance of a team to be predicted at the beginning of the virtual 
team development. If such an assessment reveals communication structures which indicate 
low performance (or a lower performance than other teams), structural changes can be sub-
sequently implemented and their effects measured directly. However, the actual practical 
application and relevance still need to be tested in more detail. 

5.2. Limitations and Future Research 

There are some limitations to the data and method used. Firstly, we did not analyze the 
contextual information contained in the e-mail data as mentioned above. Consequently, we 
could not draw any conclusions regarding the types of relationships involved. Even though 
it can be assumed that most interactions in a collaborative environment of this nature are 
work related, other more specific types of interaction – such as expressive (friendship) or 
instrumental (advice) ties – are possible too. There is also no analysis on whether the work 
related communication ties in this case are positive or negative. As we analyzed the team 
performance the content might not be the most relevant parameter, given that Balkundi and 
Harrison (2006, p. 60) “found that the content of interpersonal ties within teams was less 

critical to task performance than their pattern”. Furthermore, we implicitly assume that 

networks influence performance and not the other way round – an approach that is again 
consistent with the meta-analysis of 37 studies of teams by Balkundi and Harrison (2006, 
p. 62) who concluded “that networks have a stronger impact on performance than perfor-
mance has on networks.”  
The lack of information regarding the influence of network indices (such as density) on the 
absolute value of estimators is a further limitation, and additional tests should be conducted 
on the influence of general density on measured effects. We plan to address some of these 
limitations in our own future research. For example, we are interested in using the contex-
tual information contained in the e-mails to better understand the dynamics of collaborative 
teams. Topic detection algorithms can be applied to automatically assign e-mails to specif-
ic domains (e.g. friendship, work, positive, negative). To improve our understanding of 
how transactive memory systems develop, it would also be interesting to take a closer look 
at how communication patterns change during the first phase of teams. 
Faster changing markets mean that organizations are confronted with the task of efficiently 
adapting their intra-organizational communication networks to the given demands. Teams 
and their dynamic communication patterns play a crucial role in accomplishing organiza-
tional goals. The better we understand these dynamic interactions, the better we can enable 
teams to perform efficiently.  
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Plasticity, evolvability and the abundance of feed-

forward loops in transcription networks. 
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Abstract: Transcription networks define the core of the regulatory machinery of cellular life and are largely 

responsible for information processing and decision-making. At the small scale, interaction motifs have been 

characterized based on their abundance and some seemingly general patterns have been described. In pa r-

ticular, the abundance of different feed-forward loop motifs in gene regulatory networks displays systematic 

biases towards some particular topologies, which are much more common than others. The causative pr o-

cess of this pattern is still matter of debate. 

We analyzed the entire motif-function landscape of the feed-forward loop using the formalism developed in a 

previous work. We evaluated the probabilities to implement possible functions for each motif and found that 

the kurtosis of these distributions correlate well with the natural abundance pattern. Kurtosis is a standard 

measure for the peakedness of probability distributions. Furthermore, we examined the functional robustness 

of the motifs facing mutational pressure in silico and observed that the abundance pattern is biased by the 

degree of their evolvability. The natural abundance pattern of the feed-forward loop can be reconstructed 

concerning its intrinsic plasticity. Intrinsic plasticity is associated to each motif in terms of its capacity of 

implementing a repertoire of possible functions and it is directly linked to the motif’s evolvability. S ince 

evolvability is defined as the potential phenotypic variation of the motif upon mutation, the link plausibly 

explains the abundance pattern. 
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1. Foreword 

Component-oriented approaches in the life sciences have met with striking success. In 
the last years large-scale approaches, such as high throughput sequencing of genomes, chip 
technologies allowing the highly parallelized investigation of function, interaction or iden-
tity of molecular players or meta-omics for the standardized description of entire commu-
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nities, have generated an immense parts list of life. To understand the complex dynamics 
of living matter we are now facing the challenging task of studying the concerted function-
ing of these parts, their interactions and design principles. In this context the formal repre-
sentation of components and their interactions as networks or graphs rather naturally aris-
es. As a first straight forward, mostly crude framework, it nevertheless unseals many a 
secrets. The investigation of topological aspects of such interaction networks revealed re-
current structural patterns stemming from evolutive processes, very different from random 
interactions. These patterns and their origins shed light on the mechanics of evolution at 
every scale and are thus valuable subject of studies. In the present study we focused on 
specific, recurrent sub-graphs, so-called network motifs. We used a function-driven ansatz 
to elucidate why the 3-gene networks called feed-forward loops (FFLs) show a seemingly 
conserved abundance pattern in gene regulation networks of E. coli and S. cerevisiae. The 
FFL is known to work as a signal processing unit in such a way that takes in a signal and 
accelerates or delays the downstream response of the cell. The specific dynamics of the 
FFL depends on the type of the genes interactions, being them inhibitory or activatory, and 
the used parameter set for the implementation of the molecular reactions. Every FFL work-
ing in a cell is, of course, implementing a single function due to its unique topology and 
kinetic constants. The abundance of the different FFLs is however not depending on this 
single function alone. As we could show, it also depends crucially on the entire underlying 
functional possibilities the topology offers, given that parameters can change during the 
course of evolution by mutation. The natural abundance of the FFL is in other words de-
pendent on its functional plasticity. If this principle proofs to be general, it leads to the in-
teresting suggestion that entities are not only selected upon their principal, obvious fea-
tures, but also upon their hidden, underlying characteristics, such as plasticity. A mere 
boost for the complexity of evolution and the difficulties of its understanding. In the fol-
lowing report (Widder/Sole/Macia 2012) we we describe the procedure allowing for these 
findings and their implications. Enjoy! 

 

2. Background 

Evolutionary adaptability in biological systems is often the result of trade-offs between 
flexibility and specialization (Kirschner/Gerhart 1998). In this context, buffering mutations 
and noise seem an important requirement for stability. This can be achieved by a robust 
response to parameter changes and correlates with the degree of specialization of the given 
structure. A given network insensitive to mutations will always perform the same function. 
On the other hand, adaptation and evolvability requires flexible structures that can be re-
used to perform different (potential) functions and thus provide plasticity (Wagner 2008; 
Ancel/Fontana 2000). The problem here is often understanding why some particular struc-
tures are so common and what their (if any) functional meaning is. This is closely tied to 
the mapping f between structure S and function F, namely the relationship: 

 

     (1) 
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which is usually dubbed as the genotype-phenotype mapping problem 

(Stadler/Stadler/Wagner/Fontana 2001). Understanding the nature and origins of this map-
ping is at the core of many key questions concerning the evolution of complexity in nature. 
Within the context of gene transcription networks, it has been suggested that the previous 
problem can be dissected by analyzing the frequency of some overabundant sub-networks 
of three or four elements, so called network motifs (Alon 2007; Milo et. al. 2002; Shen-Orr 
et. al. 2002). These sub-graphs only capture the topological pattern of connections and a 
dynamical description of their potential function requires a set of differential equations 
(Mangan/Zaslaver/ Alon 2003; Wall/Dunlop/Hlavacek 2005). One particularly important 
example is provided by feed-forward loop (FFL) motifs (Alon 2007). Many genetic and 
biochemical systems, such as the Lac and Che systems in E. coli (responsible for lactose 
utilization and chemotaxis, respectively) involve FFL motifs (Ozbudak et. al 2004; Alon 
et. al. 1999; Barkai/Leibler 1997) Mounting evidence indicates that they have key roles in 
cell function (Ozbudak et. al 2004) and morphogenesis (Ishihara/Fujimoto/Shibata 2005; 
Cotterell/Sharpe 2010). 

However, the origin of a preferential bias towards given topologies remains under dis-
cussion. The relative frequency of FFLs displays a well-defined pattern (figure 1c) domi-
nated by two sub-graphs (C1 and I1). The uneven abundance of these graphs could be a 
fingerprint of their functional relevance (Mangan/Zaslaver/Alon 2003; Mangan/Alon 2003; 
Kalir/Mangan 2005; Draghi/Wagner 2008) . Such importance would be the blueprint of an 
evolutionary advantage, but it is not clear whether such functional connection really exists 
(Mangan/Alon 2003; Prill/Iglesias/Levchenko 2005; Ghosh/Karmakar/Bose 2005; 
Cordero/Hogeweg 2006; Ingram/Stumpf/Stark 2006) or if it resembles instead a byproduct 
of non-adaptive processes (Lynch 2007; Sole/Valverde 2006; Sole/Valverde 2008; Mazur-
ie/Bottani/Vergassola 2005). As shown below, motif structure does not directly relate to its 
frequency, but its plasticity in implementing different functions does. 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Probability distribution of implementing different functions 

Consider the FFL graphs Γi from the set S = {C1, C2, C3, C4, I1, I2, I3, I4} shown in 
figure 1a. In previous studies (Wall/Dunlop/Hlavacek 2005; Macıa/Widder /Sole 2009) it 
has been shown that, the topology of a given FFL does not univocally define its function 
but it captures the probability distribution of implementing different functions. Our first 
goal is to identify an appropriate mapping f between FFL topology and each potential re-
sponse φj(t), i.e. fij : {Γi , x(0), μ} → φj (t) where we indicate as {Γi , x(0), μ} the FFL 

graph together with its initial condition x(0) and the set of parameters used μ 

(Macıa/Widder/Sole 2009). The six different responses (figure 1b) are triggered by an ex-
ternal input. These are either fast response (pulser) or delayed response (grader) consider-
ing the target concentration of the output. Here fij indicates the likelihood that φj(t) is im-
plemented by Γi. How likely is a motif to become part of a complex cellular network? Two 
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extreme strategies can be envisioned. In the first, specific motifs play specific roles in a 
robust way and they are common because they are insensitive to mutational noise. In the 
second, the larger the variety of implementable functions, the more flexible the better. 
Such a scenario is feasible under the premise of ever-changing environments and comes 
with the cost of reduced robustness. In order to measure the plasticity of decision-making 
between these two strategies, let us first determine the (conditional) probability fij = 
P(φj|Γi). These probabilities are normalized, i. e. {φj } P (φj |Γi) = 1 and can be systemati-
cally computed (Macıa/Widder/Sole 2009). This set actually defines our structure-function 
map, namely 

 

    (2) 

 
and can be displayed (figure 2a) as a weighted, motif-function bipartite graph (see 

Methods). The graph reveals that most motifs implement all functions, but the likelihood 
of each pair is case-dependent. Some motifs seem clearly more specialized (such as C4) 
whereas others are rather generalists (see for example I4). What influences the choice of a 
given topology over others? Since most of the functions can be implemented, it is not clear 
that a one-to-one, function-based argument will work. But we can go a step beyond and 
look at the structure of the probability distribution {P(φj|Γi)} of each topology. This can be 

done by measuring the degree of homogeneity displayed, for each Γi, by plotting P(φj|Γi). 

If the motif is highly specialized, some dominant peak(s) would be observed, whereas if it 
is very flexible no prominent peaks will appear. A simple way of measuring the homoge-
neity of the distribution is given by its kurtosis, defined as the fourth standardized moment 
by 

     (3) 

 
Kurtosis is the measure of the ”peakedness” of a distribution. It quantifies the concentra-

tion of frequencies around the mean of the distribution. Higher kurtosis means that the var-
iance is the result of infrequent, extreme deviations from the mean as opposed to frequent, 
modestly sized deviations resulting in low kurtosis. In order to define a measure character-
izing the degree of plasticity of a given motif in terms of its specialization or its flexibility, 
we can consider two extreme cases, namely the most flexible graph Γf equally likely to 
implement any function φj, and the most specialized graph Γs implementing only one func-
tion φ1. In the first case we would have P (φj | Γf ) = 1/6 and the kurtosis associated is 
K(Γf) = −3.33, whereas in the second case we would have P(Γs) = 1 and 0 otherwise, 

with kurtosis K(Γs) = 6. Details on the calculation can be found in Methods. Any other 

FFL graph Γi from the set S = {C1, C2, C3, C4, I1, I2, I3, I4} has kurtosis values locating 

within this interval, K(Γi) ∈ (K(Γf ), K(Γs)). In order to measure the degree of plasticity in 
the decision-making between these extreme cases we introduce ψ(Γi). ψ(Γi) is the distance 
between the absolute value of the kurtosis K(Γi) and the origin K0 (Macıa/Widder/Sole 
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2009) or in other words represents the intermediate level between specialization and flexi-
bility . This transformation opens the way for a more intuitive biological interpretation: 
The values for ψ(Γi) range between high plasticity (low ψ(Γi)) and high commitment to-
wards one of the extreme strategies, i.e. maximal specialization or maximal flexibility 
(high ψ(Γi)). The optimal solution here is likely to be strongly impacted by the predictabil-
ity of the environment. As a first approximation we therefor place K0 at the midpoint of 
the interval (Kf , Ks), i.e. 

 
    (4) 

 
Finally we define the likelihood ρ(Γi) of a given motif Γi to appear within a network as a 

function of its ψ(Γi). Assuming that a high degree of flexibility or specialization should be 

related with lower likelihood of appearance for a given motif Γi, we write 
 

    (5) 

 
where α is a normalization coefficient defined as . This function actu-

ally defines the expected probability of finding a given sub-graph and is thus mapping be-
tween the distributions associated to each motif and the expected abundance of motifs 
within networks. 

Figures 3a and b show the correlation between relative abundances of FFL motifs in E. 
coli and S. cerevisiae with respect to their expected probabilities ρ(Γi). The matching is 
striking (data concerning abundances obtained from (Mangan/Itzkovitz/Zaslaver/Alon 
2006)). The two most abundant graphs (C1 and I1) are consistent with our results and the 
actual distribution matches well the observed pattern. 

Interestingly, the expected probabilities indicate a positive bias toward systems which 
show high plasticity as presented in figure 4. Intermediate values for kurtosis (figure 4a) or 
low ψ(Γi) (figure 4c) correlate with an increase in the likelihood of appearance. The values 

for kurtosis, ψ(Γi) and ρ(Γi) are collected in table 1. As an alternative measure for the ho-
mogeneity of a probability distribution the Shannon entropy is discussed in the Methods 
section, where the motif’s entropy is used to characterize the degree of flexibility or spe-
cialization of a given motif Γi (Macıa/Widder/Sole 2009). Both, entropy (figure 4b) and 
kurtosis (figure 4a) yield similar results, ranking the most abundant motifs with intermedi-
ate values which translates to high functional plasticity. 

For the less abundant motifs we see a more disordered trend in the two measures, as is 
the case for C3, C4, I3 (both measures) or C2 (entropy). The interpretation here is not 
straightforward. It is feasible that the disordered trends can be consequence of non-
adaptive processes. An alternative hypothesis is related to the shape of the real distribu-
tions for the implementation of any function. We assume that for more and less frequent 
motifs the analytically deduced probability distributions does not fit equally well the real 
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counterpart. The more abundant the motif, the better the underlying probability distribution 
is mirrored in its abundance, because the sampling space is covered more readily. 

Our analysis of FFLs dynamics was performed considering single, isolated motifs. How-
ever, in real systems motifs are embedded in large networks allowing for the combination 
of motifs. The combination of more abundant motifs, such as C1 and I1, can cover the 
whole set of possible dynamics by that affecting the abundance of the rest of the motifs. 

 

3.2. Evolvability 

In order to have a relevant role in evolvability, the degree of plasticity of FFLs should 
correlate with the motif’s capacity of generating phenotypic variation by exploring differ-
ent functions under mutation. Two key aspects are of importance here, namely i) the reduc-
tion of mutational lethality and ii) the up-speeding of adaptational processes (reduction of 
the number of mutations needed to generate new phenotypes (Kirschner/Gerhart 1998)). 
The evolvability of the circuits Γk can be studied by calculating the transition probabilities 
ω_km(φj|φi) of shifting from function φi to φj under m mutations. The matrix Ωm(k) = 

(ω_km) defines a flow graph (figure 5b) which allows us quantifying its evolvability E(Γi). 

We compared the robustness against single mutations versus sequential accumulation of 
multiple mutations. Mutations m are defined as single parameter changes. For better under-
standing of the procedure, we want to stress the conceptual difference of continuous real 
mutations and the here applied parameter changes m which result in a discretized observa-
tion pattern. In the presented framework a mutation m can be both, numerically small or 
large without impact as long as it does not drive the system into another functional regime. 
Robustness is defined as the sum of the diagonal elements of Ωm(k), i. e. i ω_km(φi|φi). 

The diagonal elements ω_km(φi|φi) give the probabilities of performing the same function 

after m mutations. A detailed description of the procedure is given in Methods. We have 
found that FFL motifs are very robust but some of them exhibit a high phenotypic variation 
under repeated mutations. The most abundant motifs, C1 and I1, show the highest pheno-
typic variation. In other words, C1 and I1 can widely change their function with greater 
ease than the rest of the circuits facilitated by their low ψ(Γi) (figure 5b). A network dis-
playing little phenotypic diversity would give small values of E whereas sub-graphs with 
high transition rates among states will have a high E. As presented in fig. 5a, E correlates 
positively with the abundance of motifs, with C1 and I1 displaying the largest values. 
These results suggest that a proper degree of plasticity, in terms of a balance between flex-
ibility and specialization, is the optimal strategy to increase evolvability providing the 
playground for adaptive responses without increasing mutational lethality. Assuming that 
motif plasticity is a relevant trait, our analysis supports the idea that the observed FFL 
abundance pattern actually correlates with motif evolvability. Our analysis suggests that 
neither a direct interpretation of motifs as functional modules (Kirschner/Gerhart 1998; 
Wagner 2008; Stadler/Stadler/Wagner/Fontana 2001) nor a purely non-adaptive view of 
their abundance (Lynch 2007; Sole/Valverde 2006; Sole/Valverde 2008) account for the 
uneven presence in transcription networks. Consistently with previous works (Co-
nant/Wagner 2003; Teichmann/Babu 2004) duplication-rewiring dynamics alone cannot 
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explain the evolution of FFLs. The potential for evolvability associated to their topological 
structure might well be the missing ingredient connecting both views. 

 

4. Conclusions 

In this article we have interpreted a simplified, qualitative model of the FFL motif. The 
thorough analysis within the model framework allows to reconstruct its natural abundance 
pattern and provides insight in what might have shaped it. The argument leads to the very 
core of the genotype-phenotype mapping problem, since, due to its simplicity, a perfect 
mapping between the topology and all possible functions it can implement can be consti-
tuted. We claim, however, general applicability. FFL abundances are correlated with their 
plasticity and evolvability. Evolvability has been defined as a compromise between robust-
ness against single mutations and the capability to modify the functional response upon 
increasing mutational pressure. The results indicate that a proper portion of intrinsic func-
tional plasticity, which can be understood as a strategic trade-off between specialization 
and flexibility, is necessary to be abundant. Because only then one is suited to be readily 
evolvable in changing environments. 

Future work should be devoted to analyzing how the coexistence of different motifs em-
bedded in a large network affects their dynamics and abundance compared to the single 
motif analysis performed in this work. 

 

5. Methods 

5.1. Dynamical response of FFL motifs 

Network motifs are recurrent interaction patterns, which are significantly more often en-
countered in biological interaction graphs than expected from random nets. It has been 
shown that feed forward loops (FFL) are capable of processing external signals by re-
sponding in a very specific, robust manner, either accelerating or delaying responses. They 
are composed of three genes. Firstly, gene GX that expresses the protein X. This protein X 
regulates the expression of the other two genes GY and GZ encoding the proteins Y and Z, 
respectively. Additionally, protein Y regulates the expression of Z (see figure 1). Here, we 
assume that expression of X is unregulated and the protein is expressed in its inactive form, 
i.e. X does not regulate the expressions of Y and Z straightaway. Only upon the presence 
of an external signal (the input) X becomes active and regulation of Y and Z takes place, 
where Z resembles the output of the motif. The dynamics describing how the concentration 
of Z changes during time from the initial state (without input) to the final state (with input) 
are calculated from a set of two differential equations (Macıa/Widder/Sole 2009): 
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                                                                                                  (6) 

 
 
 
 
Here γi describes the basal production of protein i, with i = {Y, Z}, subsuming the con-

centration of all biochemical elements which remain constant in time. The binding equilib-
rium of the regulators j with the gene Gi are denoted by ω_ij, with j = {X,Y,Z}. Parameters 

αx and βj define the type of regulatory interactions, i.e. activation or inhibition, for gene 

GY and GZ, respectively, providing the regulatory rates with respect to the basal tran-
scription. Values < 1 correspond to inhibitory regulation, whereas > 1 accounts for activa-
tion (denoted by ′−′ and ′+′ in fig.1a respectively). The parameter βxy accounts for the 
simultaneous regulation of GZ. The degradation rate of protein i is denoted as δi. Finally, n 

and m are the degree of multimerization of the regulators. If we consider the system in 
phase space, we find that in absence of input the system resides in a stable steady state de-
termined by the crossing of the nullclines, Y   = 0 and Z   = 0, respectively. Upon external 

input, X is activated and hence the shapes of the nullclines change. They provide a new 
crossing and consequently a new steady state. Due to these changes in the nullclines’ ge-
ometry the system must evolve from the initial state towards the new stable state. The evo-
lution corresponds to a trajectory crossing phase space that depends on i) the location of 
the initial state, ii) the location of the final state, iii) the new shapes of the nullclines upon 
input. The specific dynamics implemented by a given motif is determined by this trajecto-
ry, which depends on the set of parameters. However, by analyzing the geometrical fea-
tures of the nullclines it is possible to determine the so-called Backbone of Requirements 
for the FFL response (BR), i.e. a set of qualitative relationships between different geomet-
rical features of the nullclines and the location of the initial and the final point that univo-
cally determines the dynamics (Macıa/Widder/Sole 2009). Therefore, for a given FFL mo-
tif all different sets of parameters satisfying the same BR implement the same function. 
Similarly, also different BRs may implement the same function. 

Based on the analysis of the different BRs associated with a given motif and their impact 
on the motif’s function, we are in the position to determine a distribution of probabilities 

for the implementation of any function (see (Macıa/Widder/Sole 2009) for details about 
quantification of the dynamical probabilities). Table 2 shows the conditional probability 
that each motif Γi (rows) implements the function φj (columns). 

5.2. Functional robustness and mutational perturbation 

Parametric mutations have different impact on the motif’s function, as in nature they can 
either be neutral or causing qualitative changes. For the system we present here, only those 
mutations cause functional change, which induce a qualitative alteration in the shape of the 
nullclines, represented in the Backbone of requirements for the FFL response (BR) 
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(Macıa/Widder/Sole 2009). However, the mutation will become visible only, if the result-
ing BR is actually associated with a different function. 

To estimate and compare the degree of mutational robustness for the different FFL mo-
tifs, we carried out a numerical study calculating the frequency of functional shifts upon 
parametric perturbation of equation (6) as shown in figure 6. For a given motif, this can be 
done introducing random mutations in the parameters that define characteristically the dy-
namics of FFL motif (figure 6a). We restrict the analysis to that sort of mutations that does 
not change the topology of the FFL, i.e. mutations that do not change the qualitative type 
of regulations (activation or inhibition) described by αx, βx and βy. The suffered mutations 

are reflected (or not) in a qualitative change of the BR. Here different scenarios are possi-
ble, i) mutations that do not affect qualitatively the nullclines’ geometry, i.e. there are no 
changes in the BR (neutral), ii) mutations that are reflected in compatible changes in the 
BR, but the new BR is associated to the same dynamic than the previous one (neutral), and 
finally iii) mutations that are reflected in compatible changes in the BR, and the new BR is 
associated to a different dynamic (qualitatively changing mutations). In our numerical 
study we have considered 1000 different sets of parameters for each FFL type (8000 cir-
cuits in total). For each FFL, the mutational process is repeated 10.000 times until the 
probabilities of functional shifts stabilize (figure 6c) and the effects of the accumulation of 
mutations can be analyzed. This evaluation of the transition probabilities does not depend 
on specific parameter values but on the conditional relations between them. Since the rela-
tions are of the sort a > b, changes in the function may be achieved by very small or large 
parameter changes equally likely, depending only on the conditional dependencies between 
the key-parameters and the corresponding values at time-step t − 1. Tables 3 and 4 show 
the probabilities of transition between the different dynamics subsumed in a transition ma-
trix. These matrices define a transition graph for each FFL motif shown in figure 6b. The 
elements of the diagonal correspond to the functionally invariant mutations, i.e. changes in 
the BR without changes in the dynamics. Rows represent the initial, columns the final dy-
namics. In tables 3 and 4 we summarize the effects of single mutations, whereas in table 5 
and 6 accumulated mutations are presented, i.e. multiple conditions of the BR changed in a 
successive manner. The sum of the diagonal elements determines the fraction of the muta-
tions without impact on the dynamics. It provides a measure of the robustness against per-
turbations. As our data show, all FFLs are highly robust against single mutations, they 
show similar values above 90%. In other words, upon single mutations the FFLs display 
low sensitivity against mutation, hence a low evolvability E. However, there occurs a sig-
nificant change in the degree of evolvability if the effect of accumulated mutations is stud-
ied. We quantify the evolvability E(Γi) of a given topology as: 

 
where  represents the robustness against accumulated and  

represents the robustness against single mutations. Since  , 
we have  
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5.3. Entropy, kurtosis and the likelihood of appearance of FFL motifs 

The degree of homogeneity of the distribution of probabilities for the implementation of 
any function can be used to characterize the level of flexibility or specialization or, com-
plementarily, the plasticity of a given motif Γi. Different measures can be used to quantify 
the homogeneity of a distribution, namely kurtosis (see Results and Discussion) or entropy. 
Here we point out some more details on the calculation of the extreme cases and their kur-
tosis and how the Shannon entropy can be applied equally effective for this task. The ex-
pression for kurtosis can be written (Balanda/MacGillivray 1988) as: 

 

 
 
where < P > is the mean value of the probability distribution and σ is the standard devia-

tion. 
Considering the extreme case where the most specialized motif Γs only implements a 

single function φ1, i.e. P(φj | Γs) = 1 if j = 1 and 0 otherwise, expression (8) reduces to: 
 

 
 
On the other hand, the most flexible motif Γf implements all possible functions with 

equal probability P (φj | Γf ) = 1/n. Here expression (8) leads to a mathematical indetermi-
nation 0/0, because P (φj | Γf ) =< P >. This indetermination can be solved calculating the 
limit  

 
 
Applying L’Hopital’s rule (Spivak 1994), expression (10) reduces to: 
 

 
 
The calculated kurtosis values are K(Γs) = 6 and K(Γf ) = −3.33, knowing that n = 6 

(number of different possible functions). Finally, we apply the Shannon entropy (Shannon 
1948) to our data set to describe the qualitative differences in homogeneity of the motifs’ 
probability distributions and develop a measure for functional specialization. It is defined 
as 
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Again, we will first consider the extreme cases Γs and Γf to determine the range of all 

possible values. We find for the most flexible case    an entropy of H(Γf) 
= log2(6). For the most specialized case Γs (  and 0 otherwise) the associat-
ed entropy is H(Γs) = 0. Any FFL motif will have entropy values residing within this 

range. When correlating the FFLs’ entropy and their abundance in figure 4b we find that 

the most abundant motifs show intermediate values. This trend coincides with what has 
been found when applying kurtosis, where too, C1 and I1 show intermediate kurtosis val-
ues. They do neither exhibit high flexibility nor high specialization, indicating that a trade-
off between both features is associated to the most abundant motifs. It can be understood in 
terms of adaptability or in other words the motifs’ plasticity to explore the landscape of 

possible dynamics under mutational pressure. 
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Figure 1: Structure and frequency of FFL motifs. 

 
In (a) we show the schematic representation of the FFL’s genetic regulatory interactions 

(’+’ represents activatory regulation and ’-’ represents inhibitory regulation). The external 
input I activates the signal protein X. Active X modulates expression of gene GZ directly 
and indirectly via regulation of Y expression, which in turn also regulates GZ . The dy-
namics of these regulatory interactions is described by 

12a set of equations dy/dt = F (y, z), dz/dt = G(y, z) incorporating the nonlinearities as-
sociated to gene-gene interactions. In (b) we plot the general topology of FFL motifs and 
the six different functions φ(t) represented by qualitative time-courses [Z(t)]. ’G’ indicates 
grader dynamics, ’P’ pulser dynamics. We specifically take into account the initial slope of 

the time-course (’+’ or ’-’) and the concentration of the final target Z with respect to the 
non-induced protein concentration (’T+’ and ’T-’). In (c) we display the relative abundance 
P_obs(Γi) of these motifs in the transcription networks of yeast and E. coli (data 

from (Macıa/Widder/Sole 2009)). 
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Figure 2: FFL function and their probabilities. 

 
(a) The landscape of FFL motifs is displayed as a bipartite graph linking patterns (upper 

row) and processes (lower). The weight of the links indicates the relative probability P(φj | 

Γi) that a given motif Γi implements a given function φj. In (b) the matrix of motif-
function probabilities is displayed using a color scale. The plots highlight that some motifs 
look more specialized, whereas others display rather evenly distributed functional respons-
es. 

 

 
Figure 3: Predicted probability and FFL abundance. 

 
In (a) we compare the natural abundance and its predicted counterpart ρ(Γi). S. cere-

visiae (black box) is compared to E. coli (white box) and the predicted probabilities (black 
triangle). In (b) we present the correlation between ρ(Γi) and the natural abundances. The 

Pearson coefficient for the linear fit is r = 0.91 and r = 0.94 for E. coli and S. cerevisiae, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4: FFL plasticity and abundance. 

 
Here we compare the measures kurtosis, entropy and ψ(Γi) and their correlation with the 

abundance of NW motifs (S. cerevisiae shown in black and E.coli in white). In (a) the kur-
tosis of the motif’s probability distribution for different functions versus the motifs abun-
dance is plotted. In (b) we show entropy versus abundance. The most abundant motifs have 
intermediate values for both measures which can be interpreted as high plasticity in both 
cases. In (c) we present the correlation between ψ(Γi) and abundance. ψ(γi) correlates neg-
atively and thus again, plasticity correlates positively with motif abundance. 

 

 
Figure 5: FFL evolvability. 

 
In plot (a) we show the correlation between the motif’s evolvability and its abundance. 

Evolvability E, which is found to positively correlate with ρ(Γi), is highest for the most 

abundant motifs C1,I1. In black we show data point of S. cerevisiae, in white E. coli. In (b) 
we show the correlation between the FFL’s evolvability and its ψ(Γi). We calculate a Pear-
son coefficient of r = −0.92 for the linear fit. The lower ψ(Γi), the higher the motif’s plas-
ticity and the higher its evolvability. The data points are developed from the motifs topolo-
gy and thus are species independent (blue). 
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Figure 6: Computation of the transition frequencies. 

 
Sketch of the procedure. In (a) the update rule is shown. For a given string of conditional 

relations (BR) the associated dynamical pattern is calculated at time-step t − 1. Next the 
entries of BR are mutated at time-step t and the (new) dynamical pattern is evaluated. Then 
the transition of pattern_t−1 to pattern_t is binned. This protocol is executed until no more 

changes in the bins occur as shown in plot (c). In (b) the graph Ωm(Γi) associated to the 
transitions between the possible types of dynamics is represented for C1. The thickness of 
the arrows correspond to transition probabilities obtained from procedure (a). From these 
graphs (see Methods) we can calculate the motif evolvability E, which is found to positive-
ly correlate with ρ(Γi ). 

 
 

 
Table 1: Kurtosis, ψ(Γi) and predicted probability ρ(Γi) 
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Table 1 shows the values for the motifs’ kurtosis, ψ(Γi) and predicted probability ρ(Γi). 

The entries are calculated from the probability distributions according to equations 3,4 and 
7. 

 
Table 2: Conditional probabilities P(φj | Γi) 

 
Table 2 shows the conditional probability for each motif Γi (rows) to implement the 

function φj (columns).These probability distributions are calculated from the association of 
a given motif, its possible BRs and the respective functions, as described in (Mazur-
ie/Bottani/Vergassola 2005). 

 

 
Table 3: Transition probabilities for single mutations C1-C4 
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Table 3, 4, 5 and 6 list the transition probabilities between functions for every motif and 

its respective function probability distribution. The values are obtained from numerical 
simulation. 

 

 
Table 4: Transition probabilities for single mutations I1-I4 
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Table 5: Transition probabilities for accumulated mutations C1-C4 
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Table 6: Transition probabilities for accumulated mutations I1-I4 
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Evolving Networks of Cooperation 
Experiments with repeated public good games and evolutionary computation 
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Abstract: This paper presents results of computer-based investigations into topological impacts on the prob-

ability of cooperation. It deploys multi-agent-simulation and a genetic algorithm to investigate into possibil i-

ties of optimizing the network position of agents involved in repeated public good games. It is shown that 

structural differences have impact on the probability of cooperation and that low probability constellations 

can be improved by exposing network structure to evolutionary computation. 
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The impact of networked interaction on the fate of cooperation in repeated public good 

games (RPGGs) is disputed. While some consider various forms of scale-free and small-
world networks as possibilities to enhance cooperation (Santos et al., 2008; Cassar, 2007, 
Fowler/Christakis, 2010), others concede influences, but claim that positive and negative 
effects in such networks tend to cancel each other out (Suri/Watts, 2011). Topology hence 
does not exert a noticeable impact on the fate of contribution in RPGGs. 

In this paper I try to demonstrate the significance of topology in the interaction of 
RPGG-players by exposing the structure of their information networks to a genetic algo-
rithm (GA). The aim is to optimize these networks in respect to the achievable level of 
cooperation. As it turns out, a difference in topology does not influence the fate of coop-
eration as long as the agents’ initial cooperation probability is assumed to be equal. How-
ever, once players can be differentiated in regard to their initial cooperation probability, 
topology seems to make a difference. In my experiments, the GA managed to weave agents 
with low cooperation probability into the networks of high-probability cooperators in a 
way that minimized their social influence on co-players. Therewith the average coopera-
tion probability could be significantly enhanced. In some cases, it could be increased be-
yond the initial value. 

The paper is organized as follows: section 1 introduces the problem and reviews litera-
ture on public good games and in particular on investigations into the impact of networked 
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interactions among RPGG-players. Section 2 introduces the agent-based model as de-
ployed in this experiment. Section 3 explains efforts to calibrate this model to the data of 
laboratory experiments. Section 4 presents some results of exposing initially undifferenti-
ated agent populations to the modeled RPGG. Section 5 explains the genetic algorithm 
used to optimize the networks’ performance. Section 6 presents two example results of the 

evolutionary optimization. And section 7 summarizes the insights of the experiment. 

1. RPGG-experimentation 

According to economic theory, PGs are unlikely because they are prone to free riding. 
With the control of contribution and consumption of PGs being costly, a consumer can 
increase its profit by minimizing its contribution as long as not all players act in this way 
(Olson, 1965; Barry/Hardin, 1982; Ledyard, 1995). This profitability, however, can entice 
others to follow, and therewith lead to a decline in contribution if no enforcement mecha-
nisms are used (Fehr/Gächter, 2002; Hauert et al., 2007; Boyd/Mathew, 2007). Theoreti-
cally, once contribution is zero, collective behavior should remain at the sub-optimal Nash-
equilibrium of nobody contributing because nobody else is contributing either 
(Glance/Huberman, 1993). In this regard, the real “Tragedy of the Commons” (Hardin, 
1968) is its self-accentuating dynamic. 

Although real-world giving to public goods deviates from what is predicted in theory 
(Andreoni, 1995), two factors have been identified which deplete cooperation in RPGGs: 
The one being “learning”, that is, to find out about better performing strategies in the 
course of a game. And the other being social influence, or “contagion” by the behavior of 

others. The focus of the paper at hand lies on the latter.  
Several studies have shown that the influence of uncooperative players (free riders) can 

dampen cooperation severely (Fehr/Gächter, 2000, 2002; Fehr/Fischbacher, 2004; We-
ber/Mumigham, 2008). On the other hand, there is also evidence that players increase their 
cooperation under the influence of cooperative others. Obviously altruism can elicit recip-
rocal altruism in repeated paired and grouped interactions (direct reciprocity) (Trivers, 
1971; Keser/Winden, 2000; Kocher, 2008). And with reputation mechanisms in place that 
provide information about a person’s past behavior cooperation can arise from indirect 
reciprocity as well (Nowak/Sigmund, 1998). In short, players seem to act conditionally 
cooperative (Axelrod, 1984). They are influenced in their behavior by the action of others 
and how these others profit from their behavior. 

However, the bulk of research so far takes influence as affecting all players alike. Only 
recently, researchers began to account for differences in the ways these influences spread 
by positioning players in various kinds of networked games. (Eshel et al., 1998; Cassar, 
2007; Santos et al., 2008; Fowler/Christakis, 2010; Galeotti et al., 2010; Boosey, 2011; 
Carpenter et al., 2011; Suri/Watts, 2011). As this seems to bring PG-research closer to real-
world situations, it also caused the suspicion that a differentiated interaction structure in 
RPGGs does not have significant impact on the development of cooperation. In their web-
based experiments with networked human  players, Suri and Watts (2011) could not find 
any decisive differences in cooperative dynamics. And they also gave reasons to relativize 
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the findings of Cassar (2007) and Fowler/Christakis (2010), in particular the latter’s propo-
sition about a three degrees of separation rule. 

However, the way the RPGG is arranged in the experiments of Suri and Watts, - and in 
principle in all the above quoted studies as well -, seems to draw on a path dependency that 
makes this setting somehow peculiar. All these studies conceive players as involved in 
local PGGs only, with the payoff depending on the contributions of adjacent link-
neighbors and not on the ones of the overall population. This assumption could stem from 
the seminal models of pair-wise interaction in prisoner dilemmas (Axelrod, 1984; Epstein, 
1998) and in the indirect reciprocity model of Nowak and Sigmund (1998). And it also 
finds reason in the intent to check the emergence of punishment in impersonal interactions. 
Fehr/Gächter (2002) for instance arrange players in groups of four and then change the 
group composition from game period to period in a way that no player ever meets another 
player more than once. Thus, a player’s inclination to cooperate is taken as an accumula-
tion of experiences from many different PGGs played in various constellations with differ-
ent players. At stake are the emergence and fate of cooperation in general, and not so much 
its development in one particular social dilemma. 

In most studies on networked RPGGs this assumption prevails. Although in some of 
them players are linked beyond the local cluster of their topological position (Santos et al., 
2008 and Suri/Watts, 2011), the actual PGG is played among link-neighbors only. The 
payoff hence depends on the contribution of adjacent players and not on the total contribu-
tion of all players. The impact on an agent’s inclination to cooperate hence is taken as the 
result of an agent comparing its success with the one of its local peers. In the case of San-
tos et al. (2008) for example, after each round of the game one of an agent’s link-neighbors 
is chosen at random, and if this link-neighbor’s payoff is larger than the one of the agent, 
the agent will adopt the strategy of the link-neighbor (which in this case is binary, that is 
either defection or cooperation) with a certain probability. 

This setting seems to comply well with the assumption of an ontogenetically (i.e. in the 
long run) emerging inclination to cooperate, an inclination that manifests in the form of 
certain types - e.g. notorious free riders or altruists. Although there is experimental evi-
dence for the existence of such types (Fischbacher/Gächter, 2010; Ambrus/Pathak, 2011), 
one can conceive of PGs, such as public transport, radio broadcasting, collective income 
maintenance systems or collaboration in firms or departments, to which this setting does 
not fit very well. Participation in several local RPGGs does not seem to procure the right 
answer, if the question is how to organize players in a way that optimizes their influence 
on each other in one particular situation in respect to cooperation probability. Think of a 
firm for instance with employees as stakeholders with differing extents of motivation, and 
differing social ties along which their motivation is influenced by colleagues. It could be 
profitable to know how to position and how to inform employees about the performance of 
others in order to optimize their mutual influence on the inclination to cooperate. 

2. The model 

In order to approach a better understanding of the social structure of such mutual influ-
ences, I draw on an agent-based model of a PGG in which players are involved in just one 
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global game. The agents’ inclination to cooperate develops in repeated rounds of the game 

in regard to individual learning and to the information they receive about the performance 
of link-neighbors (i.e. other-regarding preferences). 

The model foresees a population of N computer-generated agents connected to each oth-
er with undirected links in different topological settings. Agents are made to repeatedly 
play PGGs. At the start of each round of a game, they are endowed with a sum E of which 
they can invest I  ℕ0 ≤ E into a common good , with f = 1.6 in this case (as in 

Fehr/Gächter, 2002; Suri/Watts, 2011). The amount of I depends on the individual inclina-
tion to cooperate, which, in this setting, is considered to evolve over several rounds of the 
game (a binary switch between types as in the models of Eshel et al.; 1998 or Santos et al.; 
2008 did not seem appropriate. Neither did the additional possibility of voluntary participa-
tion by a “loner”, as in Hauert et al., 2002 and Szabo/Hauert, 2002). An agent’s inclination 
to cooperate is conceived as a probability 0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 that develops in respect to the individ-
ual performance of an agent, and to the performance of an agent’s link-neighbors. This 
cooperation probability is ascribed to all agents at startup. To keep it simple, an investment 
Ii is taken to be proportional to pi, so that, with E = 10, Ii = round(10 pi). As usual, an 
agent’s payoff is: . 

With the marginal per capita return M =  in the range of 0 < M < 1, agents face a social 

dilemma. The PG is maximized when all players maximize I, but an incentive exists to free 
ride on the contributions of others. 

3. Calibration 

Various suggestions exist on how to model agents’ decisions and the changes that take 

effect in the course of repeated games, with maybe the most elaborate of these suggestions 
being the combination of individual evolutionary learning (IEL) and other-regarding pref-
erences (ORP) as suggested by Arifovic/Leiyard (2009). I am currently working on recon-
figuring the model in respect to their suggestions. 

However, as this paper focuses on effects of evolutionary network optimization, it might 
not matter too much that the model used here is theoretically less elaborated. It bases on 
the empirical data provided in Fehr/Gächter (2002) about the decline of contributions in 
RPGGs without punishment, and in Suri/Watts (2011) about the results of their experi-
ments with the Amazon Mechanical Turk community. Calibration has been done with two 
regular connected groups, one with 4 (as in Fehr/Gächter) and one with 5 agents (as in Su-
ri/Watts) (all of them interacting with each other with equal probability), that were made to 
play thousand times 10 rounds of PGGs. From the results I tuned the individual adaptation 
of agents as well as the strength of influence of their link-neighbors to best resemble the 
dynamics of contributions in the experiments of Fehr/Gächter and Suri/Watts. Figure I 
shows the result of this calibration (averaged over 1000 runs each). 
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Figure I. Left: Comparison of the decline of contributions in the model of 
Fehr/Gächter 2002 (blue), Suri/Watts 2011 (black) and this model (red). (Data of 
the red curve are means over 1000 runs). Right: Corresponding decline of mean 
cooperation probability in this model, averaged over 1000 runs. 

 
For the aspect of individual learning, agents are endowed with a simple memory record-

ing the investment and payoff of their most recent round of a game. If in this round they 
invested less than average of all agents but received an equal or higher payoff than aver-
age, they are considered successful free riders. As a consequence their cooperation proba-
bility decreases by 0.03. If on the opposite an agent contributed equal or more than average 
in the last round of a game, and received a payoff equal or higher than average, her coop-
eration probability increases by 0.03. 

For the aspect of social influence by adjacent neighbors, free riders, as defined above, 
exert negative influence on their link-neighbors whose cooperation probability decreases as 
a consequence. Cooperators, as agents who invest equal as or more than average irrespec-
tively of their pay-off, exert positive influence. The cooperation probability of their link-
neighbors increases. Since cooperators are conceived as unconditional altruists, whereas 
free riders could be seen as rational payoff-maximizers, cooperators are thought to exert 
considerably less influence than free riders. In order to account for different network sizes, 
influences are taken in proportion to the number of free riders (φ), respectively cooperators 
(κ), among an agent’s link-neighbors. 

Taken together, the parameters which let agents perform similar to the probands in 
Fehr/Gächter and Suri/Watts are as follows: 

 
 

Learning: 

if Ii  <  and i ≥  →  =  

if Ii ≥  and i ≥  →  =  
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Other regarding preference: 

if Ii <  and i ≥  → free rider →  =  

if Ii ≥    → cooperator →  =  

 
with  and  indicating the percentage of free riders, respectively cooperators, among an 
agent’s total link-neighbors. 

4. Undifferentiated Networks 

With these parameters and an initially undifferentiated or randomly differentiated agent 
population, the model seems to confirm the findings of Suri and Watts (2011) implying 
that network topology does not affect the fate of cooperation in repeated PGGs. As Table I 
shows, there are no significant differences in the final mean cooperation probability (final 
p) and the final mean contribution (final I) when agents are exposed to structured influ-
ence. The networks tested were different forms of random graphs as suggested by 
Erdös/Rényi (1959; Bollobas, 1985), of static (Goh et al., 2001) and evolved scale-free 
networks with preferential attachment (Barabási/Albert, 1999), and of small-world net-
works with various rewiring probabilities (Watts/Strogatz, 1998). Some results are shown 
in the table below. 

 

Network type N 
initial 

mean p sd final p final I
10

 apl cc diameter links 

regular 5 0.7 0 0.37 1.81 1 1 1 10 
 25 0.7 0 0.37 1.91 1 1 1 300 
 50 0.7 0 0.38 1.97 1 1 1 1225 

random 
(p = 0.1) 25 0.7 0 0.37 2.11 2.317 0.166 4 51 

 50 0.7 0 0.39 2.09 2.025 0.157 3 207 
evolved 

scale-free 25 0.7 0 0.39 2.54 3.333 0 7 24 

 50 0.7 0 0.4 2.64 3.884 0 8 49 
 100 0.7 0 0.41 2.72 4.808 0 10 99 

small-world 
(p = 0.2) 25 0.7 0 0.38 2.18 2.427 0.297 4 50 

 50 0.7 0 0.39 2.29 3.496 0.289 7 100 
 100 0.7 0 0.39 2.31 4.391 0.287 10 200 

Table I. Results (bold) of simulated RPGGs with players influencing each other in various 
forms of network structures. PGGs were played for 10 rounds each over 1000 runs. (apl = 
average path length, cc = clustering coefficient) 

 

                                                 

* Mean I is always smaller than 10 mean p because an agent with low p has a good chance to invest zero 
instead of a sum proportional to her p. 
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However, the actual goal in these experiments was to find out whether the influence of 
agents with different inclinations to cooperate could be organized in a way that minimizes 
the amount of decline of overall cooperation probability in the course of a RPGG. 

5. Evolutionary optimization 

In order to do so I exposed networked populations of RPGG-players with differentiated 
initial cooperation probabilities to evolutionary computation via a Genetic Algorithm (Hol-
land, 1975; Koza, 1993; Mitchell, 1998). As the structure of influences in such RPGGs can 
be represented in form of a matrix that fully determines the interaction network of the 
players, the “gene” as the actual focus of artificial evolution is taken from the adjacency 

matrix of a randomly generated network, consisting of a binary sequence of length N2 with 
1-s indicating links and 0-s indicating no links between agents. Since the interactions under 
consideration are reciprocal, undirected graphs with no self-links can be used. The actual 
gene therefore is the beyond-diagonal-half of the matrix, consisting of a binary sequence of 
length . 

This initial gene is used to generate g - 1 variants by way of mutation. For this, m times 
a random number between 0 and 100 is generated and whenever this number is smaller 
than m, a random position in the binary sequence of the gene is randomly set to 0 or 1. The 
mutated variants together with the initial gene provide the initial generation of networks 
which subsequently is exposed to evolution. 

For this, the algorithm arranges agents in the form of the networks corresponding to the 
genes and tests their performance in RPGGs in G runs (each consisting of 10 rounds of the 
game). After each run, the agents’ mean cooperation probability is saved to a list, from 

which, after G runs, the average is taken to represent the performance of the corresponding 
network. In respect to this result, G times two of the best performing 10% of the networks 
are randomly chosen and their genes used for reproduction via crossover and mutation. 

For crossover, in each of the G reproductive steps the genes of the two chosen networks 
are cut both at the same random position, and the first part of the first gene as well as the 
second part of the second gene are concatenated, thus producing a new crossover version 
of these two genes. Additionally, the resulting gene is exposed to mutation as described 
above. 

This procedure is repeated for g generations and the best-performer of the last generation 
is taken as the “evolutionary optimized” network, as denoted in the following section. Typ-
ical parameters for such an evolutionary run are g = G = 100 and m = 10% of the length of 
the gene. Running time depends on the size of the population. With N = 20 the GA runs 
about three hours. 

6. Results 

The following section presents two example results of respective attempts of evolution-
ary optimization. 
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Figure II shows a random graph generated according to the suggestion by Erdös-Rényi 
(1959, Bollobas, 1985) with a linking probability of 0.1, structuring the interactions of an 
agent population of N = 10, with two low-probability cooperators with an initial coopera-
tion probability of 0.1 (red triangles) and 8 high-probability cooperators with an initial co-
operation probability of 0.9 (blue circles) (standard deviation = 0). The generated graph 
has 10 links, an average path length of 2.467, a clustering coefficient of 0, and the two free 
riders have a betweenness-centrality of 24 and 10. The average initial cooperation proba-
bility of the total agent population lies at 0.74. After 10 rounds of PGGs, the average coop-
eration probability declines to 0.5496 (averaged over 1000 runs). Figure II depicts this ini-
tial graph and its “gene”. 

 

 

[1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1] 

Figure II. Initial random graph (left) from which the “gene” (right) was taken to 

generate the first generation of networks exposed to evolutionary optimization. 
Low-probability cooperators as red triangles, high-probability cooperators as blue 
circles. 

 
Exposing the “gene” of this graph to the GA as described in section 5, with G = g = 50, 

and m = 0.1, generated the graph shown in figure III. This graph now has 20 links, an aver-
age path length of 1.667, a clustering coefficient of 0.574, and the agents with low initial 
cooperation probability have a betweenness-centrality of 0. The final average cooperation 
probability, after 10 rounds of PGGs (again averaged over 1000 runs) lies at 0.7843, which 
means that the GA found a network topology that not only dampens the usual decline of 
cooperation probability in PGGs but, on the opposite, turns it around towards an increase 
of overall cooperation. 

 

 

[0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1] 

Figure III. Resulting graph (left) with corresponding “gene” (right). 
 
True, in this case we had a clear majority of agents initially inclined towards coopera-

tion. And looking at the graph in figure III shows that evolution obviously has expelled the 
two low-probability agents (red triangles) and clustered the high-probability cooperators 
together. One could argue that this outcome could have been predicted in some way, and 
does not warrant the expenditure of an artificial evolution. 

The outcome of the second example however, is less intuitive. 
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This time the initial Erdös-Rényi-graph consists of a population of N = 20 with 50% 
low-probability cooperators (p = 0.1) and 50% high-probability cooperators (p = 0.9) (sd = 
0). The average path length in the graph is 2.111, the clustering coefficient is 0.186 and the 
number of links is 43. The betweenness-centrality of the ten low-probability agents is, 
from highest to lowest: 70, 41, 40, 34, 23, 22, 18, 15, 7, and 0. The initial mean coopera-
tion probability is 0.5. It declines in the course of 10 rounds of PGGs on average (1000 
runs) to 0.1499. Figure IV depicts this graph and its “gene”. 

 

 

[0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 1 0 0 0 0] 

Figure IV. Initial random graph (left) from which the “gene” (right) was taken to 

generate the first generation of networks exposed to evolutionary optimization. 
 
Exposing this graph to an evolution with G = g = 100 and m = 10 generates the graph 

depicted in figure V below. This graph has 76 links, an average path length of 1.626, a 
clustering coefficient of 0.424, and the initial low-probability cooperators have a between-
ness-centrality of 52, 32, 32, 24, 12, 8, 4, 4, 2 and 0 respectively. Mean cooperation proba-
bility after 10 rounds of PGGS (again averaged over 1000) runs is 0.3139. 

 

 

[1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
0 1 1 0 1 1] 

Figure V. Resulting graph (left) with corresponding “gene” (right). 

7. Summary 

This paper presents results of computer-based simulation research into the effects of 
network structures on the probability of cooperation in repeated public good games. A ge-
netic algorithm is deployed to optimize network structures along which information about 
the performance of players is exchanged. It could be shown that topology matters when 
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players can be distinguished in respect to the initial probability of their cooperation in re-
peated public good games. Influences do not seem to cancel each other out, not even in 
cases of symmetrically distributed initial cooperation probabilities, as the results of the 
second example in section 6 show. Furthermore, it could be shown that network topologies 
can be improved in regard to their impact on the dynamics of cooperation. In most cases, 
the GA managed to significantly dampen the decline of cooperation probability in RPGGs. 
And in some cases it found topologies that even enhanced the probability of cooperation. 
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